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This study referenced the I9BZ Leithwood and the 1983 Assiniboine

South implementation models to the 1982-85 Grade IX Canadian Studies

implementation in the Assiniboine South School Division in an effort to

investigate those curriculum areas and functions having relevance to the

needs and concerns of local implementations.

Interview schedules, class observations, documentary analyses, and

member checks were used to gather data on the two implementation models

from administrators and teachers who were directly involved in the

program implementation.

The 'implementation path' of each model was displayed in a parallel'

fashion and referenced according to the critical implementational

categories of: i.) planning; ii.) organizing; iii.) supervising; iu.)

communicating; v.) model development; vi.) staff development and

participation; and vii.) administrative support.

Results indicated that the Assiniboine South process model was much

more 'adaptive' and 'comprehensive' to the needs and concerns of the

Canadian Studies implementation than was the Leithwood managerial

model. F{owever, a 'composite' framework made up of significant

categories from each model warranted further empirical investigation.

This study will be of particular interest to those educators concerned

with developing curriculum frameworks and procedures specifically

designed to address 'local needs' in implementing curricula.

ABSTRACT
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Cåaapten E

At this time (1991), only a few studies have served to address the

specificity and relevance of the implementational categories and factors

involved in the successful implementation of curriculum in particular

locales. The proportion of empirically-derived,operational factors in the

management of curriculum implementation compared to that which is

theoretical, generic and descriptive, represents a very small fraction. The

few studies that have investigated the topic are worth noting (Leithwood,

1982,1986; R. W" Common, 1986; Robinson, Ross and White, 1985;

Mclaren, L9B7; and Binda, 1989). Accordingly, one of the purposes of

this study was to add to the credible, empirically-derived research on the

issue.

In this study, references to planned curriculum implementation refer to

deliberate, and "purposive" change (Dill and Friedman, L979) in reaching

some improved state of affairs, as opposed to accidental or unanticipated

change. References made to the "managers of change" are the

adrninistrators and teachers directly related to the Leithrvood and

Assiniboine South implementation models, and to the Grade IX Canadian

A. KnaÉs"od¿åcÉåog¡
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Studies implementation in the Assiniboine South School Division from

i982-85. Their use of particular curriculum "categories" and "functions"

refers to the specific curriculum components and their 'organizing'

classifications critical to putting into operation a successful, and 'locally-

sensitive' curriculum implementation process.

The concerns of those in developing the managerial-oriented Leithwood

model were basically similar to those developing the process-oriented

Assiniboine South curriculum implementation model: to identify and

operationalize those curriculum categories and functions that would lead to

success in implementing curricula. However, while this study focused on

curriculum categories and functions critical to success in implementation,

its view was slanted to those categories and functions that had particular

relevance.to the specific needs, concerns and characteristics of the

particular educational environment in which the implementation took

place, i.e.,'locally-sensitive'.

Research shows that investigations of educational change (Goodlad,1975;

Gross, Giaquinta and Bernstein, 197I; Sarason, 1971) coalesce in support

of the change agent as a potentially critical determinant in its success. For

example, Partlow, Turner and Cumrnins (1980) reported that the majority

of Ontario administrators and teachers viewed curriculum implementation

tasks as dominating their skill and knowledge requirements. In addition,

Goodlad (1978) reflected on what has become a current concern in

education:

I



It is now time to put the right things at the center again. And the right

things have to do with assuring comprehensive, quality educational

programs in each and every school under our jurisdiction (p. 322).

This study assumes that whether or not our students have access to

"...quality educational programs" depends, to a large degree, not only on

how well the implementations of the appropriate educational programs

have been operationalized, but also how well they were able to address the

specific conditions, needs, and concerns of their particular educational

environments (Berman and Mclaughlin, 1975). However, research shows

that only a small proportion of curriculum irnplementors are effective in

operation alizing educational change (Leithwood and Montgom ery, lgBZ)

with less than half of them attempting to assist others in the process

(Blumberg and Greenfield, 1980). Not surprisingly, teachers ranked

"managers of change" as having a 'medium' to 'weak' influence on their

curriculum decision-making (I-eithwood, Ross and Montgomery, lgTB). In

addition, Leithwood (1982) believes that while the low impact of the

curriculum manager on classroom decision-rnaking is widely known, few

specific opportunities for curriculum managers to improve their expertise

are available. tr-eithwood goes on to say that the effectiveness of the

curriculum manager "...depends on a systematic and precise definition of

requisite skills" (p. 268).

In referencing the categories and functions critical to the lg9z
Leithwood and the 1983 ,{ssiniboine South curriculurn implementation

models to the 1982-85 Grade XX Canadian Studies implementation in the

7J



Assiniboine South School Division, this investigation sheds light on the

complex tasks involved in implementing curricula in a particular locale. In

effect, this study has tried to provide the curriculum implementor with an

improved understanding, and expertise in developing meaningful, and

'locally-sensitive'frameworks designed to address local issues in his/her

educational setting.

The significance of this study was overshadowed by the general

assumption that there exists a positive link between a program's design, its

implementation, and quality of student learning; and that the

implementation, to be meaningful, must take into account the specifics of

the locale in which the implementation takes place. More particularly, the

major goal of this study was to provide for improved understanding of the

beneficial processes involved in locally-planned curriculum change; and as

an ex posî føcto study, fulfill its ultimate purpose of generating curriculum

concerns worthy of future research.

X-eithwood (1982) comments that while curriculum, and administration

departments in universities have course-work in managing the curriculurn

implementation process, they do not provide guidelines specific enough to

help curriculum managers satisfactorily resolve the implementational

concerns confronting them. As noted in Chapter 2, the proportion of

empirically-tested operational categories and functions requisite to

B. SågNaåfåcamce ofi' Éhe Steady
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successful curriculum implementation as compared to those which are

theoreticai, generic, 'related to', an{i not investigated, is very small - this

study can help to diminish that disparity.

Further, the dearth of research on this study's topic is accompanied by

'circular quotings'. For example, Robinson quotes Leithwood,

hzlontgomery quotes R.obinson, Ross quotes Montgomery, and I-eithwood

quotes Ross" Since this study's author does not belong to any particular

research 'group', it is believed that this study's findings were not subject to

the restrictive perspective usually associated with'camp' or'piggy-back'

research.

The last three decades of educational research have not focused on

curriculum implementation. During the 1970s, research told us what not

to do in curriculum implementation while the research from the late 1970s

to the present has focused on identifying success and effectiveness in our

schools (Crandal, 1983; Fullan, 1982,1985; Huberman and Miles, 1gB4).

In effect, educational practitioners have not benefitted much from past

research attempting to shed light on the successful management of

curriculum implementation. This study has moved ahead from the

research of the 1970s to that of the 1990s, and in so doing, increased our

understanding and capacity to manage curriculum implementation. In

undertaking this study, a contribution can be made to an area not yet

researched in depth.

This study is also significant in light of the problematic nature of efforts

in curriculum implementation (Romberg and Frice, 1982). In the present

Canadian context of increasing competition for financial resources, with

-



the rising onus being placed on educational accountability, particularly in

being asked to provide programs 'appropriate to the particular needs' of

the learner, schools must increasingly guard against 'procedural failure' in

curriculum implementation, and become more adept in the design of

implementational frameworks that address their particular educational

needs.

As a potential benefit of this study, school organizations with conditions,

needs, and concerns similar to those focused on in this study, may be

provided with curriculum categories and functions helpful in developing

implementational 'frame of references' that might help address their own

local needs.

Thus, research contributing to successful curriculum implementation has

emerged as a prime field of investigation. But, since this field is still in its

formatir¡e stages, there is a need for greater precision in educators'

knowledge, and abilities in 'framing' curriculum implementation processes

appropriate to specific locales. Because of this need, administrators and

teachers are expected to be knowledgeable and adept at managing change.

Accordingly, there is a need to develop field-based models that help to

identify and clarify those curriculum categories and functions which help

promote successful curriculum implementation. Thus, of particular

interest to the researcher in this study was the relationship between the key

elements of the 'locally-sensitive' Assiniboine South curriculum

implementation model to its capacity in implementing a new program in a

particular educational environment.

6



This research will attempt to contribute to a more precise, detailed, and

productive understanding of those categories and functions critical to

curriculum implementation through an investigation of models referenced

to a Grade XX-level Canadian Studies implementation in a particular school

division.

In order to assist in the 1982-85 divisional implementation of the Grade

trX Canadian Studies program, the Assiniboine South School Division

developed their own model designed to guide their implementation process.

Thus, the Canadian Studies program implementation in the Assiniboine

South School Division provided this study with a local context in which to

compare the Leithr,vood and Assiniboine South implementation models

(with particular emphasis on the capacity of these models to adapt to the

local implementational environment).

This divisional Canadian Studies implementation provided the reference

against which the following questions were pursued:

1. Overall, what were the degrees of relevance in the curriculum

categories and functions of the l9BZ Leithwood and the

1983 Assiniboine South curriculum implementation models when

referenced to the Canadian Studies implementation?

C" Statexs-ÅenlÉ of' É&ae Pnohåexaì
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2. What were the degrees of relevance in the specific categories of each

implementation model as referenced to the 1983 Canadian Studies

divisional implementation in Assiniboine South?

3. What were the categories and functions of both implementation

models found sufficiently relevant to the Canadian Studies

implementation to be included as part of a combined curriculum

implementation model?

4. What were the degrees of administrative involvement in the Canadian

Studies curriculum implennentation according to the curriculurn

categories of the Leithwood and the Assiniboine South implementation

models?

trn order to answer these questions, the study needed to concern itself

with its immediate and major task: to present a 'parallel presentation' of

the 1982 I-eithwood and the i983 Assiniboine South 'implementation paths'

as detailed by the subjects interviewed, and the documentary analyses of the

Grade IX Canadian Studies implementation in the Assiniboine South School

Division.

This study is ultimately grounded on the belief that the successful

implementation of curriculurn would help to ensure what Orlosky,

Mcl-eary, Shapiro and Webb (1984) call the 'paramount mission' of any

educational effort: "...to enhance the capabilities of the learner" (p.6).

o



1. Administrators are generally seen to have responsibilities for planning,

organizing, supervising and communicating with their schools' human and

material resources in achieving their desired educational objectives. Thus,

in varying degrees, administrative support may help to account for the

success of a program's implementation.

2. While teachers in Manitoba's school divisions are expected to base their

teachings on provincially-stated program goals, responsibility for final

classroom implementation rests with each local school division, i.e., its

administrators and teachers.

Ð. SûatexaaeqaÉ of ß'Reeone6iaa&,A'sswNaaptñonas

3. A positive relationship is seen to exist between successful curriculum

implementation and beneficial student learning.

4. Successful curriculum implementation utilizes the processes appropriate

to the educational setting, i.e., planning, organizing, supervising,

communicating, model development, staff development and participation,

and administrative support.

5. Those involved in curriculum implementation may enhance their

project's success by balancing their concern for the environment and

process used to attain the implementational goals r,vith their concern for the

outcomes.

I



6. T'he focus for change is seen to be the classroom teacher - with system

and schooi-levei aciminisirative support.

7. R.esponsibility for the professional development of teachers in

implementing new programs needs to be shared by individual teachers, the

School Division, and Manitoba Education.

8. While no two school divisions face exactly the same environmental

conditions and concerns in dealing with curriculum implementation, the

implementational procedures used in Assiniboine South may have sufficient

transferability for other divisions to profit from this study.

1. The availability of hard information on ihe Canadian Studies

implementation in the,Assiniboine South School Division dates back to

1 983.

10
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2. Because of the long time span between the beginning of the Canadian

Studies implementation and the present (1991), the recall abilities of the

actors involved in that implementation may be adversely affected.

3. A number of people who were involved in the 1983 implementation

in Assiniboine South may now not be employed with the Division, and



theref,ore may not be available to the researcher for data-collection

purposes.

4. Conditions associated with the time lapse (between the i982-85

implementation, and this research study) may have had a negative influence

on the reliability and validity of this study.

5. Some findings in this study's literature review may not relate

directly to the Manitoba program context.

6. This study carries a decided administrative emphasis, i.€., it focuses

on 'curriculum managers' (teachers and administrators) fulfilling their

legal and professional responsibilities in implementing curricula

successfully.

11

1. This study will be delimited to the time period from.Ianuary, 1983

to June, 1991. This period represents the time from which the curriculum

implementation began to that of the cornpletion of data collection and thesis

writing.

F''" SÉa&esl,eÃ¡É of' Ðeåñxmi&atåoras

2. The locale for researching the field-based program implementation

was the Assiniboine South School Division.



3. The scope of this study was delimited to the system-school level

impiementation of oniy the Grade XX Canadian Studies section of the

provincially-issued (Manitoba) K-XII Social Studies program.

4. This study's focus was on only the categories and functions of the

I9Bz Leithwood, and 1983 Assiniboine South implementation models

examined with respect to their relevance in addressing the needs of the

Grade trX Canadian Studies implementation in the Assiniboine South School

Division.

Administration - "the process of working with and through others to

efficiently accomplish organizational goals " (Sergiovanni, Burlingame,

Coombs and Thurston, 1980, p.5).

G" SÉate¡elealt of' ÐefÏnaËtåoxqs

tl

Canadian Studies - programs dealing with the Canadian society as a totality,

in country-wide, interlocking perspectives that can be shared by all

Canadians wherever they live; in particular, the Grade IX program

outlined by Manitoba Education in the 1985 social studies K-XII
overview.

Categories - those unifying factors serving to cluster curriculum

implementational functions.



Change - movement from one set of attitudes, beliefs and behaviors to

those of another.

Currictllum - organized learning containing a statement of aims and of

specific objectives; it indicates some selection and organization of

content, and patterns of learning and teaching, and includes a program

of evaluation of outcomes (faba, 1962).

Curriculurn h,4anagement Skills - the planning, organizing, supervising and

communicating of operational skills required by curriculum managers

in implementing a curriculum.

Curriculum and Program Guides - documents issued by provincial or state

education departments and used as program guidelines in school

divisions.

Effectiveness - "doing the right things right" (Drucker,lg74), i.e., the

appropriate program goals, objectives, activities and evaluations must be

properly applied to the classroom setting.

Efficiency - "doing things right" (Drucker,lg'/4), i.e., proper program

implementation without prime regard for the appropriateness of the

program to the classroom setting.

15



Functions - those skills and principles deemed operationally critical
; *^l^*^-+l-^ ^,,-*i^,,1^rrrryrvr rrurrLrrrë, !- Lrr r l\- Lr ld.

Implementation - "...the process of putting into practise the essential

characteristics of an innovation" (Fullan, 1975, p.L).

Innovation - a significant departure from standard school practises. Fullan

(1982) explains that innovation may represent a dynamic interaction

among three dimenslons:

a) the use of new materials (direct instructional resources such as

curriculum materials and/or technologies);

b) the use of new teaching approaches; and

c) the alteration of beliefs (such as pedagogical assumptions or theories

underlying new policies or programs).

'Locally-Sensitive' - able to address the conditions, needs, and concerns of

a particular educational environment.

14

fr4anagement - the process of utilizing organizational resources in achieving

an institution's specific objectives

Management Functions - (Leithwood, 1982):

i. Planning - specifying goals, and activities leading to realizing

program objectives;



ii. crganizing - includes coordinating and identifying the relationship

among difîerent positions and peopie in the organization for the

purpose of carrying out a plan;

Supervising - monitoring implementation of a plan; involves

collecting and acting on information related to organizational

goals, strategies and personnel; and

Communicating - the transmission and reception of information

relevant to, and productive in, implementing a curriculum.

t11.

tv.

Manager of Change - Change Agent - administrators and teachers who

were directly involved in the process of planned curriculum change.

Model - a subjectively-based set of categories, assumptions and

relationships serving to render utility and simplification to a particular

phenomena such as curriculum implementation.

Planned Change - the process of improvement' or'getting better'; a

process of reducing the gap between desired and stated educational

outcomes and those outcomes students are presently achieving. Flanned

change is a non-neutral term in that it implies at least a preferred

direction, if not a valued outcome (I-eithwood, 1986).

15

Frofessional Development - acquisition of knowledge, understandings and

skills that contribute to becoming an increasingly cornpetent curriculum

implernentor.
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trn keeping with the rationale of this study, this literature revielv was

designed to provide, in 'parallel'fashion, literature and research relevant

to: the managerially-oriented 1982 l-eithwood, and the process-oriented

1983 Assiniboine South curriculum implementation models. As such, this

chapter concerned itself with: the Grade IX Social Studies program

change; the key elements of the rnanagerial, and process models; the

literature 'related to' the curriculum categories and functions critical to the

implementation process of each model; the actual managerial and process

research investigations carried out to-date; and, the nature, advantages,

disadvantages, and purposes of this particular ex posî Jocto study. The

material in this chapter is designed to contribute to our'procedural

knowledge' (I-eithwood, 1986) of planned educational change by

identifying, and explaining those curriculum categories and functions

having the capacity to address local needs, concerns and conditions in

implementing curricula.

Critical to this study was the fact that the curriculum categories and

functions of the l-eithwood and Assiniboine South models were seen

A" Eqn6rodeåctüona
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through their references to the 1982-85 Grade XX Canadian Studies

implementaiion in ihe Asslniboine South School Ðivision. The thrust,

content, goals, and learning strategies of the Grade IX Canadian Studies

program differed from those of the Southern Continents and British

History program it replaced. trn the Canadian Studies program, students

were expected to examine their own society, and their roles in it. The

program focused briefly on Canada's six physical geographical regions,

and identified some of the elements of unity and disunity facing Canada. It

then considered the political, legal and economic processes which affected

Canadian society along with the implications of an ever-changing

technology on our way of life. It investigated Canada's role within the

world comrnunity - its interdependence, relationships and interactions - and

speculated about Canada's future, and our students' potential roles in it. In

contrast, the Southern Continents and British History program placed

students in a more remote time and place by having them study medieval

Britain, Canada's parliamentary system as it has grown from the British

tradition, and numerous geographic fundamentals as applied to Africa,

Australia, and Nelv Zealand.

The differences between these two programs, and the implementation of

one over the other, relates: to 'innovation' "...an idea, practise or object

perceived as new" (Rogers and Shoemaker, 1971, p. 19); and to'change'

in that new program materials, teaching approaches, and beliefs (Fullan,

Eastbrook and Bliss, 1977) were instituted.

Consequently, N4anitoba Education in its 1988 AdminîsÍrative Handbctc¡k

identified Assiniboine South's responsibilities and roles in the Canadian

17



Studies irnplementation: to plan the implementation within the time-lines

of Manitoba Education; to establish a divisional subject or curricuium

steering committee for and during the implementation; to identify subject-

area teachers to attend departmentally-sponsored training sessions; to plan

and organize teacher in-services in the Canadian Studies program area; to

provide on-going divisional consultant services to subject-area teachers; to

allocate the majority of the eleven in-service and administration days

authorized by Manitoba Education for the Canadian Studies

implementation; and to provide the necessary financial support for the

implementation. Xn addition, responsibility for developing objectives for

managing the depth, pacing, and assessment of student performance

compatible with those of the Province rested at the local level - with the

teacher, the school, and the school board.

V/hile failure in the process of educational change could occur at any

point, many believe (MacDonald and Walker, 1976) that implementation is

the most critical stage or factor in the entire process, and that use of a

curriculum seldom corresponds with its intent (Berman and h4cLaughlin,

1976). In this way, the understanding of curriculurn implementation is

related to, and dependant upon, an understanding of planned educational

change.
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This section is presented in order to help clarify the differing

foundations, categories, properties and assumptions between the 1982

Leithwood and the 1983 Assiniboine South curriculum implementation

models. Research by Berman (1980) identified two implementation models

relevant to this study: the fidelity or managerial model, and the mutual

adaptation or process model.

å" F ou¡radæ6åoxrs

In its design, the 1982 managerial I-eithwood model combined research

from classical management theory (Fayol, 1949) and from general

curriculum studies (Miles, 1964; Saylor and Alexander, 1966). In making

up his model, Leithwood adopted the four managerial processes of

planning, organizing, supervising and communicating. He then identified

the curriculum implementation tasks critical to the operational to each

process. I-eithwood derived these curriculum categories and functions

from the implementational concerns of several teachers and administrators,

with whom he worked, in a number of southern Ontario school districts.

As such, these curriculum categories and functions were derived from the

needs, concerns and conditions of a diverse group of educational

environments. Because of this synthesis, Leithwood's curriculum

categories and functions are intended to be referenced acrc¡ss the needs,

concerns and conditions of several educational environments.
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In contrast, the Assiniboine South process irnplementation model was

developed by' its Divisional Piofessional Development Committee. The

nine committee members, composed of representative administrators and

classroorn teachers frorn across the Division, researched theoretical and

institutional sources in order to generate data on curriculum

implementation models. Cver a one year period, they combined selected

theoretical data, e.g., from Sparks, (1983), with their local educational

needs, concerns and conditions in order to develop a framework (Appendix

D) designed to guide the Division through the Grade IX Canadian Studies

implementation. More specifically, the Committee based its model design

on its beliefs that, for the Grade IX Canadian Studies implementation to

succeed in the Assiniboine South School Division, the heart of the

irnplementation model must address those factors which it felt to be of

prime concern to the teachers in Assiniboine South: that teachers needed to

be aware of the particulars of the Canadian Studies implementation before

they could meaningfully accept, and participate in that implementation;

and that in order to meaningfully become involved in the instructional

delivery of the new program, Assiniboine South teachers needed time,

opportunity and practise in developing unit-plans associated with the goals,

and objectives of the Canadian Studies prograrn. To these ends, the

Committee designed its implementational model so that 'communication'

and 'staff development and participation' opportunities were the

operational vehicles by which the local needs and concerns were addressed.
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Table 2, subsections i. - iv. (p. 99) icÍentified the iour categories anci the

30 corresponding functions that comprised the 1982 X-eithwood curriculum

implementation model. The four management-based categories of

'planning','organizing','supervising', and'communicating' were the

general areas through which the Leithwood model was intended to

accomplish its objective; to guide the implementation of cun'icula. The

particular rneans of operationalizing the implementations were based on the

30 tasks Leithwood specifîed as critical in carrying out any and all

implementation processes.

Table 2, subsections v. - vii..(p. 99) identifies the three curriculum

categories and24 functions critical to the Assiniboine South

implementation model. The categories of 'model development', 'staff

development and participation' and'administrative support' answered

directly to the needs and concerns of the implementation in the Assiniboine

South educational environment. The Frofessional Development Committee

identified 24 functions which would help operationalize the successful

implementation of the Canadian Studies program in the Assiniboine South

School Division.

/)1
LI

iåü" Pnopen6åes

The 1982 Leithwood model has properties corresponding to the

'fidelity-managerial' category of curriculum models as researched by

Fullan and Pomfret (1977).



T'welve of the authors' 15 curriculum studies researched examined the

extent io which the innovation in praciice corresponded io its original

intent. The research identified five dimensions of implementation in

practise: "...changes in a) subject matter or materials, b) organizational

structure, c) roles and behaviors, d) knowledge and understanding, and e)

value internalization" (p. 361). In 1982, Fullan published a comprehensive

description and analysis of the determinants of change pertinent to 'fidelity-

managerial' models in a book titled The Afleaning of Educational Change.

These determinants were categorized according to characteristics: a) of the

change - need and relevance of the change, its clarity, complexity and

quality; b) at the school District I-evel - its history of innovative attempts,

the adoption process, the support and involvement from central

administration, in-services, evaluations, and board and community

characteristics; c) at the School Level - the principal, teacher-teacher

relations and teacher characteristics; and d) external to the local system -

the role of government, and external assistance (p. 56). Fullan (1982)

cautions that the three basic aspects of implementation (materials, teaching

approaches, and beliefs), along with the determinants affecting an

implementation, interact in any given school division as an integrated

rather than isolated system of variables.

The Assiniboine South implementation model, by contrast, has

characteristics similar to the mutual-adaptation (process) model of

implementation as researched by Berman and Mclaughlin (1976) from a

survey of 293 American federally-funded change projects.
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While the researchers cited three measures (similar to those of the
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success: perceived success, change in behavior, and fidelity of

irnplementation, Berman and N{claughlin (1976) surnmarized that "...the

issue of implementation is often more subtle and complicated than mere

fidelity to some specific blueprint for reaching a set of educational goals"

(p. 349). In the intensive study of 29 of the 293 curriculum change

projects, the researchers (1976) noted that "... local school systems are so

structured that, in order to implement significant innovations, there needs

to be a process of mutual-adaptation" (p. 349). Berman and Mclaughlin

(1975) defined 'mutual-adaptation' as "...a two-way process of adoption in

which the innovative strategy is modified to suit the institution, and the

institution changes to some degree to suit the innovation" (p. 19). Thus,

the process implementation stages are viewed through the interplay of a

curriculum implementation's characteristics and the setting particular to

that implementation.

The researchers identified particular elements as the main components

of an implementation strategy which promotes the mutual-adaptation

(process) approach: a) adaptive planning - quality of planning which

matches the project's needs; b) frequent and regular staff meetings -

making planning a continuous process and providing a forum for

reassessing project goals, activities and achievements according to

institutional and project demands; c) staff training keyed to the local

setting - to the specifics of the project's operation; d) local materials

development - ranging from careful assessment and repackaging of existing

IJ



products to producing 'from scratch' a lvide range of project materials;

and e) criticai mass - a significant num'oer of project participants necessary

to build the support and morale of the project's staff.

av. AssanøaaptioBas

Research (Fullan and Fomfre| L977; Berman and VÏcl-aughlin, 1975)

identifies the main assumptions which underline implementation models.

Differences (and similarities) in assumptions amongst models is

"...attributable to the competing conceptions of curriculum and

implementation" (Berman, 1980, p. 30).

Fullan and Fomfret (1977) identified assumptions basic to the

managerial-fidelity (e.9., Leithwood) model: implementation is a process;

the innovation will get adopted and modified through use; implementation

is a process of professional development and growth; implementation

involves changing new materials, behaviors and values; communication

and technological assistance are essential; planning at the school and the

system level is a necessity; and the 'ultimate' goal of implementation for

systems and schools is to develop their 'capacify'for processing their

innovations.

The assumptions identified by Berman and McLaughlin (1976) as basic

to the mutual-adaptation (e.9., Assiniboine South) model are that

implementation, rather than the funds committed to it, dominates the

innovative process and its outcomes; the implementation depends, to a

large degree, on the receptivity of the institutional setting to change;

implementation is characterized by the process of mutual adaptation; and
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that local school systems vary in their capacities to deal with the stages of
rL^ i--^-,^+2-,^ ^-^^^-^ /^ 1¿tr\ulE rilrruvauvE Pruutrss \P. JUJI.

The cornparison of elements particular to the fidelity (managerial) and

mutual-adaptation (process) curriculum models points to their most

significant difference residing in the intent of each model. V/hereas the

Leithwood model seeks to replicate the behaviors prescribed in its model

with those of the actual implementation by re-socializing the actors

involved in the implementation, the Assiniboine South model seeks to

change classroom practises by adapting to the program and the

environment in which it is to be implemented. V/hile the Leithwood model

was founded on concerns from diverse audiences and locales, its key

elernents and design is 'generic'and'universal'in nature. The Assiniboine

South model, on the other hand, referenced its concerns to the immediate

group and locale with whom it was working. The manner in which the

implementations were carried out thus reflected a different method: the

n-eithwood model relied on a 'curriculum manager' to direct the sequence

of tasks to be performed; the Assiniboine South rnodel relied on the

interaction and growth of its actors in implementing the program

according to the needs of their local situation.

On the other hand, both models utilized comrnon administrative

processes, and both initiated their processes from a central control, e.g.,

the X-eithwood and the Assiniboine South models, in varying degrees,

utilized the processes of planning, organizing, supervising, and

communicating, and each had a 'top-down' design. The fact that these two

diverse models did have similarities (as well as differences) is in keeping
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with Farker and Rubin's (1966) statement: "No one method will permit a

universal implementation of new programs" (p. 53-54). These authors

proposed that a variety of methods and assumptions need to be

incorporated into any program shift.

F{owever, because the 'process approach' (Fullan and Pomfret, 1977)

concentrates on the incremental growth of an innovation within an

organization, it is more closely aligned to an internal perspective than is the

managerial-fidelity approach. Thus, the Assiniboine South model "...de-

emphasizes the linear, unilateral, means-end view of implementing planned

change...and emphasizes the halting, interdependent incremental nature of

organizational change" (p. 36a).

C. Keseanc&a 'R.eåated to' KxaaplesnaeøataÉåona Categoa"Ées arad

F ¡¡mc6ûoms

Most of the literature on curriculum implementation 'related to'

management processes and conceptual frameworks that were general and

ill-defined. Subsections i.-iv. relate to those curriculum categories and

functions critical in the design of the Leithwood model while subsections

v.-vii. relate to those of the Assiniboine South model. The 'background

information' in this section is representative of that which provided

researchers with the theoretical curriculum bases which helped them to

concentrate more specifically on identifying the defined, specific, and

operational implementation categories and functions noted in Section D.
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local-school level. They concluded that coordinated efforts are needed to

link project peers. Suggestions they offered involve: adequate

encouragement and support of innovators by the school principal and other

status leaders; development of pilot studies and demonstrations with the

knowledge and active cooperation of the entire faculty; collection of

evidence on the progress and outcome of the innovation; observation and

reporting on the innovation by faculty; general understanding that

experimentation as a means of curriculum improvement is to be

encouraged.

Saylor and Alexander (1966) differentiated 'effective' from 'ineffective'

curriculum planning according to: recognizing significant problems faced

by members of the curriculum planning group; interest and involvement

on the part of those who worked directly with pupils in the school

situation; patterns of administrative procedure and quality of

administrative leadership that encourage individual initiative from all

school personnel; a clearly defined organization for curriculum planning

with a definitely agreed-upon procedure for effecting change; adequate

facilities and time for curriculum study and experimentation with new

practises; the availability of adequate technical services in the curriculum

planning process; opportunity for interchange of experience, including

inter-classroom observation; and recognition of those personnel who

sincerely and successfully work to improve their practises.

i. PEaxauatuag
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Wiles and tsondi (1979) summarized those positive tasks in
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objectives; effective communication, particularly those betr,veen the school

and the community; maximum utilization of resources \,vithin the school

district; coordination of information for decision-making; identification

of obstacles to change; and monitoring of the plan's progress.

The Manitoba Education (1984) Study on Cumiculum trmplementation

made reference to the following planning factors: staff understanding of

the basic assumptions and objectives of the curriculum; recognition of

unique school and divisional characteristics; use of a planned and

structured implementation process that includes time-lines, roles and

expectations; provision of appropriate curriculum guides to teachers; and

recognition of cultural differences amongst students.

In 1986, Doll added the following points ro the list of planning

components fundamental to curriculum implementation: assessing the

needs of pupils and teachers (establishing "where we are" provides a base

for future action); gauging the competencies of committee members; and

staging the critical steps to be taken throughout the entire process. Doll

concluded by saying that all persons affected by a given project should be

involved with it; that consistency between the ascribed means and ends of a

project must be maintained; and that specific responsibilities for

implementation tasks must be accepted and carried out professionally by

those involved.
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Individual School for Curriculurn Planning which raised issues for

organizers at the school division level. The authors proposed five

characteristics of good school organization which can be applied to

curriculum implementation: curriculum planning efforts organized in

terms of goals resulting from the thoughts of all persons directly affected;

each person and group is utilized in terms of his potential contributions

rather than with respect to sharp lines between pupil,parent, layman and

teacher participation; each job assigned a committee or an individual is in

terms of the needs of the total program with fînal decisions made with

reference to the program of the school as a whole rather than to

departmental or other special interests; an atmosphere of cooperative

planning and constructive evaluation pervades all groups of the school; and

a continuing search is made by leadership to identify services, materials,

facilities, and persons that can contribute to curriculum implementation.

Wiles and Bondi (1979) mentioned primary values and terminal goals to

be considered within organizational contexts. They summarized much of
what the literature suggests as promising to implementation success with

new programs, and see the primary values underlying a program of

organizational development as: opportunity for each organization member

to develop to full potential and act as human beings rather than as resources

in the productive process; striving to create a challenging and exciting

work environment; and the opportunity for people in the organization to

influence the way in rvhich they engage in their work. They listed the eight

aCr
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terminal goals for a program of organizational development as: an open
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responsibilities located as close to the information source as possible;

authority of role supplanted by authority of knowledge and cofiìpetence;

increasing degrees of trust among individuals and groups in the

organization; maximization of collaborative efforts in daily work;

increased feelings of ownership by organization members; and increasing

degrees of self-control and direction.

R. Common (1979) promoted model-building as an effective method of

implementation. Other supporters for model-building include: Fullan,

Miles and Taylor (1978), Gross et al. (1971), F{all (1975),I-eithwood

(1974, L977), Brantley (L975) and Winklevoss (1975). Common's

statements support model-builders in school division program change. F{e

suggests a model might offer practical frameworks for organizing the

contexts, defining and carrying out the tasks in a program change. trt could

also direct interaction and coordination of efforts for individuals involved

in the change process and also incorporate ongoing evaluation.

As well, the Manitoba Education curriculum (198a) study noted the

following aspects of organization as being related to effective

irnplementation: commitment by divisional administrators to the

development of a structured process; school administrators knowledgeable

and supportive of curriculum implementation; teacher commitment to the

curriculum; implementation plan development using a cross-section of
staff including librarians and resource people; and a successful and well-

supported curriculum piloting of the implementation.
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collecting and using information related to program goals, strategies and

personnel. As such, evaluation provides the curriculum manager with

information regarding the degree to which purposeful action has taken

place.

Doll (1986) identified the qualities of an effective evaluation of

curriculum implementation to be: presence of values and valuing - a

conscious recognition and expression of the values the evaluator holds;

goal orientation - c.g., information-getting, understanding, skill

development, perceptions, critical thinking, and attitude change;

comprehensiveness - evaluation must be as broad as the goals to which it

relates; continuity - evaluation should be frequent and recurrent;

diagnostic worth, validity and reliability - instruments of evaluation should

be able to measure what they purport to measure ("diagnostic fit") over

time; integration of findings - to combine significant findings so their

inter-related meaning becomes evident; and progress toward goals -

important in order to know if, when, how and in what direction progress

has occurred. (p.225)

The 'supervising' criteria have implications for the nature and the

evaluation of curriculum implementation projects. They imply that such

projects should "get somewhere" and move as far within their allotted life

spans as possible. The sweep of supervising curriculum implementation

has been described by tsowers (1978). F{e begins with concerns and

questions with which the evaluation might deal, and proceeds to a surnmary
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of inforrnation about the implementation to be evaluated. Further planning
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priorities for further planning of the evaluation; and arranging for the

collection and use of, evidence. Each of, these planning steps encompasses

outcomes anticipated for learners, on the nature of the curriculum content,

the way the content is sequenced, the instructional approach used, and the

extent and nature of project support.

Grobman (1968) has suggested that curriçulum evaluators take a series

of process steps designed to achieve better evaluations: using tests that are

valid and reliable; reviewing program materials so as to be thoroughly

familiar with them; making visits to the program site; asking teachers

what they think of the programs in which they are involved; using

questionnaires wisely to gather data; and utilizing small-scale tryouts of

evaluation ideas (p. a8). As Lindwall and Cox (1970) point our,

evaluation can become a 'process tool of lvorth' in efforts to improve the

curriculum. The authors emphasize the importance of, evaluating

instruction in order to distinguish between the characteristics of the

students who succeed, and of those who do not.

Beyond the technical aspects of curriculum evaluation, there are some

cornmon-sense considerations to be observed. Some of, these have been

suggested by the Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development

(1965): "Ðo we have initial data on learners - their achievement, their

motivation, their personalities ?"; "Do we have initial data on teachers -

their strategies, their motivation, their knowledge, their personalities ?";

"Do we have these data at many stages during the implementation of the
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project ?"; "Are the changes which we expected actually occurring? Why
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(p. 1a)

These foregone 'supervising' considerations were noted to express the

expectation that worthwhile evaluation follows an ongoing procedure

throughout the life of a curriculum implementation, and is not merely an

end-of-the-line operation.

åv. Cox'srat?ãåmücatåxeg

According to Doll (1986), most communication activities today are hit-

or-rniss, not part of a cornprehensive plan. F{e believes that communication

activities designed to improve curriculum should take into account the

following criteria: the media of communication used to disseminate

information about curriculum projects should depend on the special

purposes to be served; communication units should be kept small and

messages should be brief, and direct; ample time for communication is

necessary; lines of comrnunication should be kept short; potential

communicators should be sought among members of the staff; and

invention is needed in developing new communication practises. The

author concludes with the guidelines for improved communication in

curriculum implementation: emphasize good human relations; make

exchange of ideas the major goal of the system; be sure that the message

sent is also received; use varied comrnunication media; schedule time for

communication; and make the materials that convey each message

attractive. (pp. 389-419)
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Much of the research has revealed several additional ideas that may
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necessarily the actual ones.- study is needed to deterrnine just how

communication is occurring (Ross, 1960); big sctrools and systems do not

necessarily suffer from malcommunication because of their size - good

school communication may depend heavily on good school organization

(Knower and liVagner, 1959); curriculum planners should become

acquainted with the teaching situations of the planning group members so

that they may know the experiential backgrounds that influence the

members words and actions (Lawler, 1958); status affects

communication.- information and ideas initiated by top-level administrators

move into channels of comrnunication more readily than information and

ideas initiated by teachers (Peters, 1960); of the means of communication,

individual school faculty meetings are primary (Peters, 1960); and if
communication is to proceed upward, downward and horizontally, the

organizational structure of the school may have to be adjusted to permit a

wide-ranging flow of messages (Kusimo and Erlandson, 1983).

Farker (1983) refers to communication networks and outlines six

commonly effective traits: shared purpose and commitment to the

innovation; openness in sharing, and discretion in using inforrnation;

combination of professional and personal support; voluntary participation

by and equal treatment of members; and one or more members

funciioning effectively as the facilitator.

As well, other researchers highlight the role of communication in the

rnanagement of curriculum implementation" D. Common (1981) stresses
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the need to establish communication and feedback networks in an open and
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that implementation success is related to a participative management style

characterized by supportive relationships of group members, i.e.,

participatory decision-making with information fl owing freely amongst

participants. The Manitoba Education Study on Curriculurn

Implementation ( 1984) recommended that the divisional implementation

plan be disseminated to all the relevant actors, and that teachers across a

division be provided opportunities to share their teacher-developed

materials with each other.

v" &&odeå ÐeveEopNaaexat

Implementation models developed through theorizing often suggest

questions that need to be answered, and often incorporate assumptions and

positions on implementation that need to be tested (Fullan, and Taylor,

1978; Hall, 1975; and Leithwood, t977). Too often the developed models

are misleading and misrepresentative as the complex phenomena of the

irnplementation process are presented either in an overly simplified form

or are reduced to a static state (Chopanis in V,ais, 1976). The educational

consumers, i.e., the practitioners to whom a model is directed, have the

responsibility of selecting one model in their particular field from the often

bewildering variety in the literature. {f the practitioners are not disposed

to apply models they discover, they may either design their own or reject

all models that prescribe order and sequence. They may thus proceed
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intuitively without the apparent limitations imposed by a model and come
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Farticular to this study was the development of a curriculurn model

which specified its major phases and its related sequential activities. As

Taba (1962) stated, "If one conceives of curriculum development as a tâsk

requiring orderly thinking, one needs to examine both the order and

process in which decisions are made to make sure that all relevant

considerations are brought to bear on these decisions" (p. 11). Taba, in

taking a grass-roots approach to curriculum believed that the curriculum

should be designed by teachers rather than handed down by a higher

authority. Taba's model for accomplishing curriculum change is:

production by teachers of pilot teaching-learning units representative of the

grade or subject area; testing experimental units; revising and

consolidating; developing a framework; and installing and disseminating

new units. Thus, Taba advocated an inductive approach to model

development, starting with specifics and building up to a general design. In

contrast, Tyler's (1949) authoritarian 'top-down' curriculum model infers

that learning occurs as the 'gap' between the student's current and

preferred behaviors, and that instructional activities consistent r,vith the

program's objectives are the instructional tools for closing this 'gap'.

Thus, Tyler's model links educational objectives, program activities, and

the effective organization of these activities with educational evaluation.

In referring to these tr,vo models, similarities and differences are both

revealed. But, only as referenced to particular conditions can one say that
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one model is necessarily or inherently superior to all others (Parker and

Rrhin 1q661

As research continues, it becornes apparent that refinernents of models

can be made so as to enhance their utility in particular situations. To this

end, Cliva (1982) recommends that implementation models show: major

cornponents of the process; customary 'beginning' and 'ending' points; the

relationship between curriculum and instruction; distinctions between

curricular goals and instructional objectives; reciprocal relationships

between components; a cyclical rather than linear pattern; feedback lines;

and an internal consistency, logic and simplicity.

Thus, the research (Berman and McLaughlin, 1976; Taba, 1962;

Oliva, 1982) strongly points in the direction of models locally constructed,

and designed to address the concerns of the particular situation in which the

curriculum implementation is to take place.

vü. Staffl Eleve&opamesaÉ acnd Paa"ÉñcipaÉioxa

Based on reviews, original research, experience and intuition, many

authors provide characteristics they deem essential to an effective staff

development and participation program. The following offers a sampling

of these effective characteristics.

hrlertz (1983) in Staff Ðeveloprnent [-eadership: a Resource Book,

identifies ten facets of effective staff development and participation:

involvement of teachers and other participants in program planning and

decision-making; support from the organization and administration; focus

on situation-specific efforts (usuaily the school) and on job-related tasks;
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provision of practical ideas, skills and materials which have immediate

annlication to the ioh situation: involvement of teachers- sunervisors and*rr"--'^-

administrators in collaborative planning, irnplernentation and participation;

meeting the needs of participants; being systematic and comprehensive;

operating in a climate that encourages collegiality and mutual support;

being accessible to participants, usually occurring at the school site; and

provision for on-going, continuous evaluation which assesses the process,

program, participants and student achievement.

Vy'ood, Thompson and Russell (1981) proposed the RFTIM Model

(Readiness, Flanning, Training, Implementation and Maintenance) as a

comprehensive framework for designing staff development and

participation programs. They recommended five stages for staff

development and participation: readiness - emphasizing selection and

understanding of, and commitment to, new behaviors by a school staff;

planning - the specific plans for an in-service program developed to

achieve the desired changes; training - the plans translated into practise;

implementation - focuses on ensuring that the training becomes part of the

on-going professional behavior of the teachers and administrators in their

work setting; and maintenance - as new behaviors are integrated into daily

practise and to ensure that once a change in performance is operational, it

will continue over time.

Of particular reference to Social Studies is the model for staff

development and participation proposed by Sparks (1983) in which

implementation at the district level would evolve along the following lines:

each district school would nominate a key Social Studies teacher willing to
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serve on a Core Committee; the Core Committee would consist of the key
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district principals; the Core Committee would first exarnine the goals and

objectives, and make classroom evaluations of the current Social Studies

program; once the discrepancies were identified, the Comrnittee would

then select priority objectives and form subcommittees to investigate the

potential problems; a two-week summer institute would be organized for

the Core Committee and would concentrate on building up expertise in the

identified weaker areas; once strategies \ryere planned, there would be a

"school-based tryout" involving the core teachers; the Core Cornrnittee

lvould set up in-service teams and carry out activities in each district

school; each school would then form school committees for ongoing

identification, study, and discussion of local needs and problems; and this

committee would develop further refinements of techniques and be a

constant source of updated information to others. This model would

revolve around active teacher participation and r,vould expand in two \,vays:

by increasing the range of teaching strategies; and in becoming

increasingly skillful in the use of each of these strategies.

Also of relevance to this study is the 'collaborative' relationship

involved in staff development and participation. Trubowitz Q98a)

describes collaboration as "...included ongoing dialogue, the development

of trusting relationships, and cooperative decision-making" . Zide (1982)

identifies successful collaborative efforts as having two characteristics:

commitrnent, and interface with the organization. The works of these

authors recommend the active involvement of teachers and administrators
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in implementation as related to the local environment, and the
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Eeauchamp (1975) apparently considered such a scheme workable as he

believed that the most successful praciise is undoubtedly school-based and

collaborative - it encompasses both the necessary in-service training and

provision of all the support services required - with the staff involved as

team members working together on the project-at-hand.

Thus, the literature on staff developrnent and participation leans in the

direction of 'site' and 'collaborative-based' staff development and

participation with reference to prograrn planning, staff training, and

process evaluation.

vüû" .&dxc!ñE?üs6r"aÉüve Seappon6

In the context of this study, it r,vas important that teachers and schools

receive support from administrators on two levels: divisional, and school.

R.esearch from diverse sources shows that support of central administrators

is critical for change in district practise (Emrick and Paterson, 1978).

Research also shows that support for or endorsement of a new program has

very little influence on change in practise unless central administration

demonstrate îhrough actíons their support for the implementation (Fullan,

1982). R.osenblum and Louis (1981) investigated the effects on

implementation by a superintendent's authority, and by teachers' classroom

autonomy. They found that the number of decision areas influenced by the

superintendent was positively linked to divisional implementation of a new

curriculum, and the number of classroom decisions that teachers can make
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on his or her own was negatively related to implementation. The authors
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curricula across schools, and that, in times of implementation, teacher

autonomy must be associated with common standards in curriculurn

decision-making.

Although still in its early stages, research is increasingly associating the

school principal with effective curriculum implementation. Berman and

McI-aughlin (1979) note that one of the best indicators fof active

involvement] is whether the principal attends implementation workshop

sessions with teachers. Loucks and Hall(1979) found that in schools where

effective implementations resulted, principals monitored the classroom

implementations in support of teachers in their use of the innovation, set

school policy congruent with the subject-implementation, worked on

teacher-specific implementation problems, and served on the district-wide

implementation committee. Pointing to the influence that principals can

have on curriculum implementation, Hall and Loucks (1980) concluded that

the single most important hypothesis resulting from their data was that the

degree of implementation of an innovation is different in different schools

according to the actions and concerns of principals.

The curriculum change particular to this study is that which affected

most principals (change which was initiated external to the school by the

district and provincial government). F{owever, it is important to note other

research into the role of the principal. Sarason (I97I) found that most of a

principal's time is spent on administrative housekeeping matters and in
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maintaining order. "Containment of all problems is his theme. The
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(p. 145). Crowson and Porter-Gehrie (1980), in a detailed 'principal

observation studyr in 26 urban Chicago schools, found principals' work

oriented tor,vard maintenance, i.e., disciplinary control; keeping outside

influences under control and satisfied, mediating in staff conflicts, and

keeping the school supplied with adequate materials and staff. In addition,

Peterson's (1981) study found principals'work days to be sporadic,

characterized simultaneously by brevity, variety, and fragmentation.

The critical point of this research is the highlighting of divisional and

school level support for curriculum implementation - divisional support

for the implementation Gcross schools, and school-level support for

implementation within the school. Research summarizes lvhat is known

about the role of the principal in curriculum implementation: a large

percentage of, principals operate mainly as administrators and as ad hoc

crisis managers, and are not effective in supporting school change; those

principals who do become involved in change do so either as direct

instructional or as facilitative instructional leaders, and can be effective in

supporting school change; and because the principal cannot become a

subject specialist in all areas, and has great demands on his time, being a

facilitator or coordinator of change is the preferred role for success at the

school level.
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In his 1982 publication Studies ín Currículum Decision fulaking

(pp.268-286), K. A. Leithwood explains that an impediment to the

development of curriculum management is the lack of prior identification

of curriculum implementation skills. Leithwood contended that if
curriculum implementation is to be accomplished, precise and systematic

definitions of the requisite skills involved needs to be found. The

following managerial implementational studies sought to arrive at such

definitions.

R. Common (1986) in A Trouble Shr¡oting Manual for Managers of the

Change Prr¡cess has identified managerial tasks (identify, plan,

provide, encourage and evaluate) he says are pertinent to all levels of

implernentation (p. 115). R. Common then applies each level of

implementation to six levels of use (awareness, investigation, preparation,

functionalization, customization and integration). The product of this

application is a list of 369 generic implementation behaviors categorized

according to six 'levels of use' and 'levels of implementation' that can be

applied to one's particular educational environment.

In Cwrrícwlum Ðevelopment for Effecfive InstrucÍíorz, Robinson, Ross

and White (1985) adhered very closely io Leithwood's 'Evolutionary -

Growth' implementation model. Unlike Fullan or Leithwood, these

authors focused on the classroom - their tasks related directly to teachers'

instructional and students' learning behaviors. Their intention was to
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develop a more effective procedure for ensuring student growth by

concentratins on teacher-student behaviors desisned to maximize student

learning at the local classroom level.

Mclaren (1987) in hen doctoral dissertation, Ðímensions of Behavior of

îhe Scltool Princípal in an Elemenlary School Curriculwm trmplemenîaÍion,

generated information leading to further development of specific and

requisite school-principal behaviors critical to the process of implementing

new curricula at an elementary school level. Mclaren found that twenty

implementation behaviors categorized under'goals','factors' and

'strategies' (p. 61) used by a principal in a computer curriculum

innovation contributed to his level of educational leadership and to the

success of the computer innovation.

Binda's (1989) doctoral dissertation Elementary School Frincipals and

tlte Prr¡cess of Curriculum Implementatic¡n examined how school

principals proceeded with the process of implementing new curricula in

elementary schools. The study found that the principals were concerned

about curricula meeting the needs of pupils, and therefore, spent a good

portion of their time implementing the new curricula, upgrading

themselves and their staffs, providing materials, modelling instruction,

modifying administrative structure, and providing leadership, all at the

local school and classroom levels. Binda recommended that innovative

curricula should be introduced in small, phased amounts, rather than on a

large scale over a short period of time.

Thus, these studies do point out, that while their implementations were

administratively-directed, there is roorn for recornmending that curriculum
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implementation f,rameworks provide the mechanisms necessary for
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Studies of planned change in school systems are few in number

and often do not examine extensively the process by which change takes

place.

Two studies (McKinney and Westbury,7975; Smith, 1981) provide

some characteristics of change from an internal perspective. Two

additional studies of change within a school system examined influences on

change from external perspectives. Berman and VTclaughlin (1979), in an

exploratory study of five school systems, classified school systems'

capacities to carry out planned change. Rosenblum and I-ouis (1981), in a

study of a U.S. Federal innovation project in ten rural schools for

comprehensive internally-developed projects found that most schools chose

in favor of less demanding innovations because local planners were unable

to describe the innovations to the satisfaction of funding agencies.

While none of these studies contributed greatly to understanding the

nature of the implementation process itself, functions influencing the

planned changes were identified. Unanticipated critical events were found

to be a critical influence on the cuniculum implementations (Rosenblum

and ï-ouis, 1981). Fullan (1982) commented that, "Such events - leader

and teacher turnover, strikes, budget costs, and other descriptions can be

normal fare over any three or four year period". The requirement of

institutional support for planned change, particularly the support of the
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administration was found to be a factor in irnplementation (McKinney and
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Westbury forty-year study of seven innovations in the Gary {ndiana school

systern found that approval and deliberate support from school authorities

at all levels of the organization lvere necessary for any implementation to

survive in the long run. The role of internal funding and the means of

securing it has not been prominent in the literature. The Gary Indiana

study found, however, the preferences of those who controlled the funding

to be a major factor in sustaining implementation. School systems appear

to have different capacities in supporting planned change; they also

experience considerable uncertainty about which functions contribute to or

retard the process. Also, it was found that in order for implementations to

have influences on the school system, many years - usually three to five,

are required for the process.

The process studies noted have as their focus the user of the

implementation, and thus emphasize the needs, concerns and conditions of

the local classroom and school levels.

T'hus, as compared to Section C, research in Section D that more

directly and actually relates to managerial and process curriculum

implementations represents an atternpt to move from theory to operation

in curriculum implementation. This direct research, while scarce in

comparison to that of the 'operational', represents the process of

developing what I-eithwood (1986) calls 'procedural knowledge' in planned

educational change by developing empirical and model-referenced
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categories and functions significant to

in ^orfi^tol-. l^^olootr¡ f/4r !rçulg! tvv4¡vù.

trn this study, part of the process in diminishing the gap between

theoretically and operationally-based data on curriculum implementation

involved ìlse of the ex post facto research design. This design helped to

bridge the gap between the techniques of naturalistic observation and those

of experimentation (Lathorp, 1969). In the context of educational

research, ex posr facÍo means 'after the fact' or 'retrospectively' (Cohen

and Manion, 1985). It is research which sets out to cornpare, to determine

the reason for existing differences in the behavior or status of groups of

individuals. Both the effect, and the alleged cause have already occurred,

and are studied by the researcher in retrospect (Gay, 1981).

Relevant to this study, the groups were those that helped to create and

operationalize the l-eithwood and the Assiniboine South implementation

rnodels. The research, referencing the 1982 l-eithwood and the 1983

,{ssiniboine South implementation models to the Grade XX Canadian Studies

irnplementation, investigated and explained the curriculum categories and

functions of each model as per their their degrees of relevance in

addressing the needs, concerns and conditions of a particular educational

environment. Thus, this study was more concerned with the'comparative'

rather than the 'causal' aspects of curriculum implementation.

Ð. @ra Stmdåes Æx Fost Føcto

the implementation of new curricula
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A major concern with this study was the issue of 'distant-memory' - the

can;¡r-ifr¡ nf crrhier-fc interr¡ierxrerl tn re¿-qll qr.nlrrqfelr¡ the r.nrnnnnenfc nf nqcf

events. The subjects in this study needed to contend with a time lapse of up

to seven years affecting their retention. Hilgard and Atkinson (1967) stated

that the most usual form of the retention curve is that of rapid forgetting at

first, followed by slor,ver stages of memory loss. T'he researchers went on

to explain that traditional explanations of forgetting included: passive

decay through disuse; systematic distortions of the memory trace, i.e.,

biological incapacity to remember; interference effects (retroactive and

pro-active inhibition); and motivated forgetting, e.9., as from repression.

Laird (1967) found that memory powers, for young and old alike, are

aided by: having confidence that you can remember; deliberately trying to

remernber; understanding clearly; tying in with older memories; making

mental pictures; not overcrowding your memory; using recall often; and

making remembering pleasant and interesting. This study responded to

Laird's (L967) research by aiding the Subjects' accurate recall of the 1983

curriculum implementation through: reference to the Assiniboine South

policy on curriculum implementation , and to its time-line and task

schedule; using the interview technique for data collection - Borg and Gall

(1979) commented that this technique provides objectivity, depth and the

opportunity for gathering valuable data; choosing only those subjects who

had direct experience in the 1983 Canadian Studies irnplementation;

making the interview fairly task-oriented, i.e., focused on the specific

implementation; dealing with one question at a time so as to match the

logical sequence of the actual implernentative events; using the same basic
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interview guideline for all Subjects intervielved, rnaking it easier to cross-
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increase the Subjects' ease in responding; and in making the interview as

pleasant and interesting as possible - by explaining the purpose of the

interview, by offering a copy of the study's results to each interviewee, and

by expressing gratitude to the interviewee for his anticipated contribution

to this study.

I-ack of control existed in that the researcher was unable to manipulate

the independent variable (Leithwood model), and randomize his subjects

(Assiniboine South personnel); classifying subjects into dichotomous

groups was not possible; there existed a danger in interpreting the data,

i.e., in not attaching generalizafion,judgement, prediction and causality to

the data; data collection was limited to a low sample number; and 'distant-

memory' brought on by a seven-year tirne lapse threatened the accurate

recall of the sample.

However, the 'lack of control' issue, while relevant, \ryas rnore

applicable to a 'cause-and-effect' than to a 'direct reference' study such as

this. The groups involved in this study were initially different, i.e.,

Ontario versus Assiniboine South personnel, but lvere treated 'identically'.

Also, it is important to note that some significant similarities between the

groups did exist, i.e., both groups were teachers and administrators

involved in the task of curriculum implementation. The sample, while

small, was made up of subjects who had several years of teaching

experience in Manitoba schools, and who were quite familiar with the

present and former Social Studies programs. Thus, the researcher did not
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feel that this 'lack of control' hampered the study in investigating the
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curriculum categories and functions. The study's findings wetre confirmed

through the cross-referencing of data with the subjects involved.

In spite of the noted difficulties, many well-designed ex post facto

studies, e.g., Christie and Oliver (1969), and Galloway (1984), have

provided valuable research to the field of education. Because of the

particular characteristics of this study, e.g., prior occurrence of the

Canadian Studies implementation; need to preserve the implementation's

authenticity; artificiality was not introdr.lced to the study's design; and the

design provided a fruitful source of hypotheses that could subsequently be

tested in the experimental mode, the literature and research of the ex post

facto design was deemed appropriate for this research study.

The literature and research in Chapter II have helped to identify,

compare, and contrast the managerial-fidelity (1982 Leithwood), and the

mutual-adaptation process ((1983 Assiniboine South) curriculum

implementation models. The curriculum categories and functions critical

to the design of both models were ref,erenced to their relevance in

addressing the needs, concerns and conditions of a local educational

environment. The 'parallel' presentation of data associated with each

theoretical and practical rnodel significant to this study has shown that,

while managerial-fidelity models differ with regard to their foundations,

assumptions, methodologies, and intents in implementation as compared to

those of the mutual-adaptation process model, similarities between the two
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do exist. Eoth models seek to implement curricula from a 'top-down'

approach, and boih, to some degree, utiiize the categories anci functions of

the other. The striking difference between the two, however, is the

priority that each places in adopting an internal perspective to the user

affected by, and involved in, the cumiculurn implementation. The

literature and research in this chapter consistently leaned to the frequency,

and recognition of the value in curriculum categories and functions

addressing themselves to the needs, concerns and conditions of local

educational environments.

At this point, the task of this study was to design the methodology to be

used in investigating the specific curriculum categories and functions of the

1982 Leithwood and the 1983 Assiniboine South implementation models as

referenced to their degrees of relevance to the local characteristics in the

1982-85 Grade IX Canadian Studies implementation in the Assiniboine

South School Division.
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In this chapter the design and methodology used

discussed under the following headings:

A. The R.esearch Design;

B. The Research R.ationale;

C. The Sample;

D. Data Collection N{ethods and Instruments'

E. Data Analysis.

Cfteapúer ãHE

This study's design began with specific observations and progressed

toward general patterns. The researcher attempted to understand the

multiple inter-relationships among components that emerged from the data

without making prior assumptions about linear or correlative relationships.

For the most part, achieving this study's purpose required the use of an

interview schedule for school adrninistrators (Appendix E), and another

'for classroom teachers (Appendix F). These interviews were based on, and

reflected, the content of l-eithwood's tr982 cumiculum model. While the

3l

in this study are
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interviews were adapted

inferviewerl nn chansec

model as shown in Table

to suit the position of the person being

in content and organization were made to thls

L

Categories

SKTLLS IN CURRICULUN4 VTANAGEMENT'

K" FEaaaxaåNag

TABLE 1

1. Identify the current curriculum goals of the province and the school

system.

2. Identify social, economic, and political trends relevant to goals and

processes of curriculum implementation.

3. Predict the effects of noted trends on the goals and processes.

4. Design a planning strategy falling at an appropriate point between

comprehensive and prescriptive, and incremental and remedial decision-

making extremes.

5. Apply the planning strategy to the generation of an alternative

conceptual framework for curriculum implementation.

6. Identify and apply appropriate operational criteria to the selection of

an optimum implementative/conceptual framework.

==

Implementation Behaviors
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i. icientify slciiis requirecÍ to diagnose implementation goals; and

obstacles to their achievement.

2. Identify skills required to design and apply strategies to overcome

obstacles to goal achievement.

3. Identify skills required to determine whether obstacles have been

overcome and goals achieved.

4. Identify people possessin g organizational skills.

5. Develop decision-making structures, cornpatible with the

organization, to: facilitate exercise of organizational skills.

6. Estimate curriculum implementation costs.and allocate resources

appropriaiely.

{ãK. Sarpenvüsûuag

Collect and use information related to:

1. Goals f,or curriculum implernentation re. the continuing

appropriateness of selected implementation goals; the extent to which

implementation goals are being achieved by the systern; and the need to

modify implementation goals as lvarranted.

2. Strategies for curriculum implernentation re. the effectiveness of
implementation strategies and accuracy of identified obstacles to goal

achievement; the effectiveness of decision-making structures in

facilitating curriculum evaluation; and the need to modify evaluation

procedures and decision-making structures as warranted.
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3. Fersonnel involved in irnplementation re. the effectiveness of
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training needs of these personnel; and the need to provide curriculum

implennentation training and/or reallocation of personnel as warranted.

HV. CossãEsREãrìucatånag

1. Design and transmit ongoing communications about progress toward

goals for curriculum implementation; emerging curriculum

implementation processes; and emerging decision-making structures.

2. Design and implement procedures for collecting reactions to the

ongoing status of curriculum implementation in the system.

3. Continuously refine goals; and curriculum irnplementation processes

and decision-making structures as warranted.

Source: Leithwood, 1982, pp. 280-284.
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This study's design was comprised, basically, of five stages. The first

stage consisted of the researcher making observations of three Canadian

Studies classrooms. The purpose of these observations was to verify that

the Grade IX Canadian Studies program in the Assiniboine South School

Division was in fact a 'bona fide' local implementation to which the



curriculum categories and functions of the Leithwood and Assiniboine

South models were being referenced. The researcher followed

Appendix G in identifying the instructional practises and prograrn-related

artifacts, and in relating these to the goals and objectives of the Canadian

Studies program as set down by Manitoba Education.

The second stage involved tracing what Berman and McLaughlin (L979)

called the 'implementation path' of the implementation process. This

study's collected data was reviewed and referenced to stages and events

having occurred during the Canadian Studies implementation, and was used

to construct an outline on the course of that implementation as related to

the Leithwood (Chapter IV, Section B), and the Assiniboine South (Chapter

trV, Section C) implementation models. Appendices C and D structured the

generation of data from the interviews. In addition, the data received from

the documentary analyses, and member checks helped to fill in the

Canadian Studies 'implernentation path'. Thus, the groundwork for the

analysis, and synthesis of the 'parallel' presentation of data for the study's

tlvo models was constructed. The emerging profile of the implementation

according to the 1982 Leithwood, and the 1983 Assiniboine South models

became apparent during this stage.

The third stage of the design identified those categories and functions

from the 'implementation paths' critical to the Leithwood and Assiniboine

South curriculum models. Table 2 was constructed, and the categories and

functions critical to each model were then designated as 'relevant'or'non-

relevant' to the'locally-sensitive' Canadian Studies implementation in
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Assiniboine South. These variables were also referenced to 'administrative
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nn the f,ourth stage, the findings generated frorn all of the collection

instruments and sources were analyzed and synthesized according to the

relationships of the cun'iculum categories and functions wíÍhín and

between implementational models, and most importantly, to the actual

Grade trX Canadian Studies implementation. Appendix H enabled all

references to the curriculum categories and functions of, the two

implementation models to be categorized as 'low', 'medium', or'high'

relevance to the Grade IX Canadian Studies implementation in Assiniboine

South.

In the fifth stage, the study's findings, conclusions, implications and

recomrnendations were based on the foundation constructed, and the

findings generated from the first four stages in this study's design.

)/

trmmediately upon beginning the interview process, it became apparent

that the rationale for this study needed to be modified (from an

investigation into the "levels of congruency" of the implementation

behaviors between actors involved in implementations with the Assiniboine

South and tr-eithwood models to "references of the curriculum categories

and functions critical in the design of the Leithwood and Assiniboine South

models to the Grade nX Canadian Studies implementation in Assiniboine
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South". In making these references, the researcher of this study adopted a

particülai focus: to ciassify the degree to which the curricuium categories

and functions of each model related to the specific needs, concerns and

conditions of the particular educational locale in which the Canadian

Studies implementation took place.

Farticular reasons were responsible for this shift. Responses from the

study's interviews consistently, and predominantly pointed to the

Assiniboine South implementation model as the focus and controlling factor

in this investigation. The interview process also revealed that: at tirnes,

data was often unavailable - some administrators could not accurately recall

the implementation process dating back to 1983; the planning process for

the Assiniboine South implementation model was highly incongruous with

sections of the l-eithwood model; all of the Assiniboine South

interviewees'responses were made with affinity and relevance to the

working model they had used, i.e., with little to no connection and direct

reference to the l-eithwood model; and it was the researcher's perception

that the Canadian Studies implementation in Assiniboine South was, for the

most part, ajoint rather than segregated effort of administrators and

teachers in that Division.

It was therefore considered more appropriate, and fruitful to engage in

a 'parallel presentation' of the implementational categories and functions

critical to the Assiniboine and tr-eithwood models as referenced to the

Grade IX Canadian Studies implementation in the,Assiniboine South School

Division between 1982-85. This rnodified rationale provided a more

focused intent for the study's data collection; a more appropriate and

rÕ



fruitful framework for reporting the data; and a more logical basis for
^^-^1,,J:- - ^^ +L^ )^t^r-\JttutuLltilB urr ¡.ltt' uata.

The shortage of literature in providing increased specificity, clarity and

defînition (Leithwood, 1982) to curriculum implementation makes it

apparent that a need exists for investigation into the categories and

functions critical to'locally-sensitive' curriculum implementation.

Additionally, tsussis, Chittendon and Amarel (1976) expressed the need for

more direct lines of inquiry into education as actually practised and

experienced in our schools. And, as noted in this study's literature review,

there remains a dearth of research, and presumably knowledge, on the

operational activities involved in the successful implementation of local

curriculums.

Thus, this study is timely in its efforts to examine empirically the

degree to which the curriculum categories and functions of the tr-eithwood

and Assiniboine South curriculum models addressed the needs, concerns

and conditions of a particular educational locale. T'his is, to the author's

knowledge, the first such reference of the components of these models to

an actual curriculum implernentation, i.e., Canadian Studies (1982-85).

Each of the seven major categories and functions critical to these models

was identified, investigated, and referenced, with the aim of creating more

knowledge of the local curriculurn irnplementation process.
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T'he subjects interviewed in this study were three junior-high principals,

and five classroom teachers. Of the 11 potential subjects, two principals,

and one divisional administrator declined to be interviewed with the

prepared tr-eithwood interview schedule. While the principals cited

problems with memory recall associated with the seven-year time lapse

dating back to the beginning of the Canadian Studies implementation, the

divisional administrator stated that "...those in the best position to report on

the implementation were those school administrators and teachers involved

in the'school-based' implementation".

F{owever, the eight subjects who agreed to participate in this study were

representative of administrators and teachers having had direct experience

with their divisional implementation of the 1982-85 Canadian Studies

implementation; and membership in their system's Divisional, School, and

Subject-Grade Contact Groups instrumental to this implernentation.

The three principals, and five teachers interviewed were employed by

the Assiniboine South School Division in 1982 as administrators and

teachers respectively, and have continued their employment since that time

in the Division. All subjects have had a minimurn of nine years of

experience in their School Division.

C. T[ae Saxaapåe
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In this study, data was collected that applied to two sections: i.) the

theoretical literature; and ii.) the on-site data of the actual curriculum

implementation.

Ð" Ðaûa CoBRectiona VåeÉË¡ods agîd {sastruasaseqxÉs

Ã" E-åÉenat¿ane

To conduct this review, two different computer searches were used.

First, ERIC batch searches which covered the last thirteen years (1976 -

1989) were run on the major areas of the study. Each of the following sets

of descriptors on the right were crossed with the descriptors on the left:

Curriculum Development

Curriculum Models

Curriculum Research

Educational Change

Educational Improvement

Educational Innovation

Program Effectiveness

Social Studies
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Since 'curriculum development' is such a broad term with over 20,000

entries in R.trE, and CIJE, an additional search of ERIC rvas done using the

terrn 'curriculum implementation'. This was not only more specific, but

also covered more years. In addition, a hand-search of journals

Adrninistrative Practises

Administrative Frocesses

Administrative Tasks



(curriculum and administration) was made. Sources frorn these searches
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pertinent documents.

T'his work was done between June (1989) and May (1990) at rhe D. S.

V/oods (education),,A.lbert D. Cohen (management), and Elizabeth Dafoe

(main) libraries at the University of Manitoba; and at the Manitoba

Education (Frovince of Manitoba) library.

å8. tsa-SåÉe Ðata

After written permission to conduct this study was received frorn the

Ethics Committee (Appendix A), and from the Assiniboine South School

Division (Appendix B) in December (1990) and January (1991), the

interview dates and times with administrators, and teachers having had

direct experience with the Canadian Studies implementation were set up by

phone. Each interview took approximately 45 minutes to complete. The

teacher interviews took place in three of the Division's junior-high schools

while the administrator interviews took place in the school and divisional

offices, and by telephone. In order to establish that the curriculurn models

were being compared to a 'bona-fide' implementation, data relating to the

artifacts and instruction of the Canadian Studies program was gathered

through observing (using Appendix G as a guideline) the classrooms of

subjects D, E, and F. In addition, detailed and organized data on the

Division's Canadian Studies implementation was gathered from the files of

the 1983 Assiniboine South Professional Development Committee that

oversaw the entire implementation process, and from the Divisional

F,)



offices. The entire data collection process took place in January and

Fehnrnrv 11gq1l""^--^J \^--^/'

V/hile the interview and documentary analyses methods of data

collection were principally relied on in this study, those of observation, and

member checks served to verify the findings by the first two methods. Of

the instruments used, the administrator and teacher interview schedules

(Appendices E, and F), and the Assiniboine South Professional

Development Model (Appendix D) were relied on particularly in order to

fulfil the primary task of this study: to present a 'parallel' presentation of

the curriculum categories and functions of the I9B2 Leithwood and 1983

Assiniboine South implementation models as referenced to the Canadian

Studies implementation. By logical extension, Table 2 was deemed very

important to this study in that it identified, and synthesized the

implementational categories and functions critical to each model, and

provided the foundation for this study's findings, conclusions, implications,

and recommendations. In like manner, Appendix tr synthesized the degree

of administrative involvement in each model's categories and functions.

/: -7

Data analysis had as its ultimate objective: to determine to what degree

the curriculum categories and functions specific to each model were

relevant in addressing the needs of the particular implementational

environment in this study. To this end, data collected from the three

Ð Wæta ,&malysis



administrator and five teacher interviews; ihree class observations;

ciocumentary anaiyses of Assiniboine South's policy and stages of their

divisional implementation; and member checks lvas channeled to: the

degree of overall relevance of each model to the particular issues of the

local implementation investigated; the degree of relevance between the

models' categories as referenced to the Canadian Studies implementation;

the curriculum categories and functions of both models that had sufficient

relevance to the Canadian Studies implementation to be combined into a

new curriculurn implementation model; and the degree of adrninistrative

involvement relevant to each of the categories of each rnodel.

nn order to provide an equitable method for referencing, the critical

implementational categories and functions of each model were identified,

and calculated with a value weighted against their own frameworks,

e.g., 'administrative support' had eight out of 24 Assiniboine South

functions critical to its implementation, thereby accounting for 33,37o of

that rnodel's weighted-value. Thus, the final calculations between

components of the models was a product of their relative similarities and

differences to each other as referenced against the weighted-value of each

model's curriculum category. As well, the percentage method of

calculation respected the fact that the I-eithwood model had four categories

and 30 functions in comparison to Assiniboine South's three categories and

24 functions, and vice versa. As an additional method of equitable

comparison, ,Appendix F{ established three equal ranges to which the

numeric f,requencies from the tables of both models were referenced.

It can be seen that the interpretative approach to qualitative research
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provides an understanding for determining the relevancy arnongst tlie

¿-qfec¡nriec qnrl filnnfinnq nf nrrrrir'rrlrrrtr irrrnlertrenfqfinn rnnrlcla nrifincrl fn¡ rvu¡glr! ¡LglrvÀr vr rÈ¡vqr Lv

their successful operation in adapting to the project and institution

concerned with the implementation" Since interpretative research does not

necessarily seek out universal laws in explaining phenomena, it is

particularly well-suited to this study in that its major goal (Smith, 1981) is

to provide understanding to particular actions and meanings in particular

contexts, i.e., to those 'locally-sensitive' curriculum categories and

functions critical to the implementation process of the 1982-85 Canadian

Studies program in the Assiniboine South School Division.
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This chapter will present: A.) the rationale for this study's collection

and presentation of data; and this study's data relevant to: B.) the

implementation process of the Leithwood (1982) model; C.) the process of

the ,Assiniboine South (1983) implementation model; D.) the three class

observations; and E.) the synthesis of the data as related to the particular

needs, concerns and conditions of the Canadian Studies irnplementational

environrnent.

CEaap6en KV

.&" Ratioraaåe fi'on Éåae CoååecÉñoaa acad Pnesexa6atåona of E)æÉa

Data was collected in order to fulfill the primary task of this study: to

enable the 'parallel' presentation of the l-eithwood and Assiniboine South

models as referenced to the Canadian Studies implementation. To that end,

the relationship and relevance of each model to the implementation lvas

organized, reported on, and presented separately. This format was seen by

the researcher to be of crucial importance in laying the groundwork for

comparing the two models with particular emphasis on the capability of

f'¡6,



each model to address the conditions, needs and concerns of a local

arlrrnofinn^l o-.ri r^-monfvsuvørrvtlct vIl v ttvlttl1vrtt.

In this study, the interview technique was used because data was

required concerning past events, and common understanding of

implementational terms was needed to ensure successful communication in

data collection. The interview technique (Guy, 1981; Cohen and h¡Ianion,

1985) provided flexibility - with time constraints, and in having the

interviewer adapt the situation to the Subject; high response rate -

immediate feedback for the interviewer; in-depth responses - in

establishing rapport, subjects were free to disclose their thoughts, feelings,

and values about issues; clarity of responses - incomplete, divergent or

unclear responses were followed up by additional questions or requests for

clarification; and verification - the interview served as a validity check

against observation, and against providing direct inforrnation. However,

weaknesses of the interview technique were noted: potential for low

validity - acceptance of responses on basis of face validity; and bias -

undetected errors consistently rnade in the sarne direction. The steps taken

to help prevent the incidence of bias and low validity were: clear wording

of questions to ensure meaning; ensuring confidentiality of responses;

careful recording of interviews; and re-checking and cross-checking of

divergent data.

Secondly, records of the 1983 Canadian Studies implementation in the

Assiniboine South School Division were used for analyses of the

Assiniboine South implementation model and the Grade IX Canadian

Studies implementation. An advantage to using documentary analyses was
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the lack of distortion of information due to the passage of time (as
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researcher was partially limited by some ornissions of past events relating

to the implementational study.

The third method employed in this study was direct non-participant

observation. T'he method was chosen to provide evidence of the

implementation applied to the Canadian Studies program. Several

advantages (Cohen and Manion, 1985) applied to the non-participant

observation approach: the observer was able to view and record the

ongoing processes firsthand and comprehensively; and the natural

environrnent allowed the observer to develop an inforrnal relationship with

Subjects which facilitated data collection. However, the disadvantages of

non-participant observation included the potential for perceptual bias on

the part of the observer; and limitations as to the number and variety of

stimuli to which the observer could pay attention. These disadvantages

were countered by prolonged engagement at the site used to promote a high

degree of acquaintance with the program, and the subjects; unobtrusive

role adopted by the researcher during observations; subjects were assured

of anonymity and confidentiality; observational data was checked against

interview and documentary data; and data and interpretations were

checked throughout the study with other Subjects from whom the data was

drawn.

As a fourth measure, data was collected from personnel at the divisional

and school levels by inviting them to correct perceived errors of fact, and

to supply alternative explanations relating to implementation functions

ÂR



applied to the 1983 Canadian Studies program. This process (Miles, L979)

L^l^^'{ rn nnnr¡+n ,,^lil^+i^- ^f +L^ f:..l:'^^^rrurpur.¡ L\J <ròJLtru vall\r<llt\rtI \rI tllE Irrrl!¡trrËt.

From Table 2, Appendix I and Tables 1 - 6 could then be constructed.

T'he data frorn these constructs were then r.lsed to answer the study's four

main research questions, and provide the bases for the study's conclusions,

implications, and recommendations.

Thus this study's 'parallel' presentation of data began the process by

which the curriculum categories and functions of the Leithwood and

Assiniboine South models were to be referenced to the Grade IX Canadian

Studies implementation. As a result, the capacity of these curriculums to

relate to the needs, and concerns of a local implementation could be

categorized.

The following highlighted specific skills and tasks make up the

Leithwood model's process, and are those which serve in reference to the

1982-85 Canadian Studies implementation in the Assiniboine South School

Division.

B. l,eÅtüawood (1982) Hxaep&ernaesaÉaÉüosa MÃode$

6q

K" Påaxaxaånag fi'ou" Kxaapåesraeãa6atåora

å. HdeuaÉñfåaæÉüoqÏ of provåracåa[/scftaooB cwnn'üca¡fi¿axm goaEs.

The Canadian Studies goals specified in the 1982 Social Studies [nterim

Guide (Frovince of Manitoba) were accepted, in their entirety, as necessary



for implementation. Subject,{ said that "...equal priority" lvas given to the
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Studies goals "...r,vere accepted as a provincial rnandate," and Sub.ject C that

such treatment would promote "...consistency amongst staff in

implementation." However, Subject D noted that there was sorne "...shift

in emphasis" to the program's goals. Subject E noted that "...because of

time", subject-grade groups "...picked three out of five optional units in the

program.'' The mandatory units were on 'law' and 'politics'while the

optional ones were on 'Canadian unity', 'economics', and 'international

relations'. While Subjects F and G stated this shift in the prograrn's goals

enabled "...insttruction more relevant to the events in Canada", Subject F{

related the program goals to Canada's "current events", €.g., NÏeech I-ake

and the Gulf War.

üû. ãder¡tåf'aca6üox¡ of' tnex'nds neåevax'n6 6o É&ae xxrapBexraesßtatiora"

Subject C commented that "...no outside trends were taken into account"

in this implementation. The exceptions to this response wetre made by:

Subject D - "...our school is in a traditional community and that shapes our

approach to curriculum, i.e., lectures and tests"; Subject F - "...yes,

multiculturalism"; and Subject G agreed that "...we instruct according to

the parents' expectations."

Thus, to sorne extent, social, but not economic or political trends were

taken into account.

/t I
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rnade about any trends" in this implementation.

üv. Ðesågrn of påanaaaüxag stx"aôegy heÉweera corïxpÃ"eherastve-

pÃ"es€riptüve, aEad ünac¡'effiaesrtaå-nemeediaå decisñona-xaaaå<üNag"

The implementation's planning strategy was perceived to be

comprehensive and prescriptive. Subject B stated that the implementation

strategy was based on "...teacher awareness, and unit-planning." Subject A

continued that the basic plan was for "...the teachers to go through the

ptrocess." Subject B recalled that those involved went through "step by

step". Subject D stated that the planning was done "...by the department

grade teams," that they "...prepared for units, exams,and speakers

together" with "...the issues cleared with the administration for decision-

making." Subject E supported this type of decision-making on his belief

that "teachers know the students best."

Thus, the irnplementors followed the procedures and time lines set by

the planning strategy.

v. GeraenaÉüoxa ofr' aåÉeraaative ff'nax¡qewou"åds for üxaapåenaae¡ataÉüoxa.

All subjects emphatically responded in kind to the responses of Subject

B that the Assiniboine South f,ramework for implernentation was

"...followed to the 'T"', and "...step by step" (Subject C) ar the divisional

level. Subject,A noted that divisional committee rnembers received "liffle

to no help from outside sources" in fulfilling their rnandate: "to develop a
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single workable plan" for implementing the Canadian Studies program.
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programs on the sarne topic" were planned for special needs and

independent students "...solely under the teacher's discretion." Subjects F,

G and F{ modified their programs according to "the interests and abilities

of students", "change the order of the curriculum to suit current world

events", and "appropriate print rnaterials." Subject D felt that developing

'alternative classroom frameworks' depended on "...planning, and teacher

in-services. "

vå. Appåy openatüoxaaB an"ütenüa üm seBec6åxag aua optånaraå

ff'nanseewoFR{.

Subject B noted that "...the two most important factors" applied to the

framework for implementing the Canadian Studies curriculum were: the

need for awareness sessions designed to promote teacher adoption of the

curriculum; and the need for teacher knowledge, skills and practice in

planning, integrating and applying Canadian Studies Curriculum units in

the classroorn. Subject C supported this approach in stating that the value

of the implementation was its "...impact in the classroom." Subject D

specified that the divisional planning comrnittee took into account specifîc

instructional concerns in developing the implementation model such as

"...student assessment, teaching strategies, grouping techniques, and

students learning styles". Subject F explained that the levels of groups

served as the "...starting points for the implementation", and that "...this

division was good about release time " in order to meet, discuss, work out
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their implementational concerns, and prepare classroom teaching units

consistent with the goais of the Canadian Studies program.

ãK" @rgamtzñuag ú'on Hxmp&eualemtaÉüora

å. Ðåagrnoses of nnaap{eNa¡euataÉxos?aå goaüs anad obsÉaaEes 6o

6Eaein aaRaåevexmee?t.

trn order to diagnose the implernentational goals and obstacles to their

achievement, the Canadian Studies implementation called for the

organization and development of specific groups designed to help carry out

the implementation process. .According to Subject C, the Divisional

Contact Group was made up of nine members frorn the administrative and

teaching staff, and had ftvo main functions: "...1o develop the divisional

implementation model" and "...to act as a resource for all the other groups"

of teachers throughout the program's implementation. As such, this group

attended workshop training sessions in August. (L982), organized teacher

in-services in September and october (1982) and in January (1983), and

helped form the School Contact Groups. Subject C reported that these

groups were made up of 64 resource personnel, teacher-librarians, and

subject-grade teachers from 13 schools in the Division and had, as their

main functions to coordinate with the Division Contact Group in assisting

teachers with the Canadian Studies programs at the school level, and to

lvork with their local school professional-development committees in

providing school-based in-services to their local staffs. These in-services

took place in each school in the Division during February and March of

1983. Completing the organizational levels for implementing the Canadian

v3



Studies program were the individual Subject-Grade Groups that were made

rr^ ^f faonhpra i- aonh c^h^nl ^ffoti-- lìro.lo IY f-o-orlio- Qfrr.lioo -l-'hooo
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teachers rnet regularly, once per cycle, in order to discuss and support each

other regarding the Canadian Studies instructional goals and practises,

resources, assignments, and evaluations, and to plan a common sequence of

instruction. The goals diagnosed as relevant to Subject A were those

implementational concerns identified by the assistant superintendent

(Appendix C); those stages of implementation specified by the central

planning commiffee (,{ppendix D); and the curriculum and instructional

goals specified by Manitoba Education.

The feedback frorn the implementational in-services, however,

generated many potential obstacles to the achievement of the

implementational goals. Subject B noted that school principals categorized

five f,actors they thought hindered the curriculum implementation: "too

rnany changes being promoted at the same time by Manitoba Education";

"insufficient time and resources for teachers to prepare learning units and

teaching rnaterials for the program"; "teachers not being commiffed to the

change, not being involved in decisions to implement"; "insufficient in-

service education and orientation for teachers"; and "insufficient in-service

support during implementation". According to Subject D, the particular

obstacles diagnosed as relevant by the School Contact Groups were: "not

enough planning tirne"; "need for better guidelines on unit planning";

"inadequate leadership from VÏanitoba Education on the implernentation";

and "a lack of clear expectations for the Contact Groups". However,

Subjects D, E, F, G, and H identified teacher's obstacles to the
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implementation as "the school requirement for instructional commonality
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remains no agreement amongst Subject-Grade Groups to accept an

interdisciplinary approach to teaching Grade IX Canadian Studies"; "a lack

of evaluation on whether classroom instruction reflected the programts

goals'l; " little to no teacher piloting of the program being implemented";

" no 'how to do it' support provided by school administrators"; "above the

basic materials for the curriculum, there existed a shortage of, resources

for'above' and 'below' ability level students"; "the text does not deal

adequately with all sections of the Canadian Studies course"; "the

inadequacy of the text forces teachers to spend more of their own time in

SubjecrGrade Group planning meetings, and in searching for their own

rnaterials"; "many of the Division's audio-visual materials are out-dated,

especially with materials on post-Charter of Rights and Freedoms issues";

"more Canadian and less American materials for the Canadian Studies

course"; "difficulty in getting hoid of current, unbiased and integrated

materials on Canadian Studies issues"; "the need for experienced teacher-

mentors for beginning Canadian Studies teachers"; and "experienced, well-

7=

qualified Canadian Studies teachers felt harnpered by the 'slow'

implementation process of the divisional model"

ñü. ÐesågNaåxag amd app[yåøag strategåes Éo ov@Bcq}Ãme ohs6aaåes.

According to Subject C, strategies used by the Superintendents'Office

to overcome the obstacles to goal achievement were: to rnake the

implementations school-based; and to establish and provide for the



underlying assumptions to the model (awareness, and unit planning). The
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intended to help school principals overcome obstacles to the

implementation. The Division and School Contact Groups held a number

of in-services designed to help teachers move through the implementation

smoothly (Appendix D). After each in-service, Subject B noted that

teachers were asked to provide feedback concerns to the organizing

cornmittees. These concerns were then incorporated into future in-services

and planning sessions. Subject A noted that late in 1982, the Vledia Center

held teacher workshops on topics related to the Canadian Studies

implementation: 'unit planning', 'implementation', 'integration', 'specific

curriculum skills','resources','grouping for instruction','evaluation

techniques', and 'support personnel' to help fulfill the goals of the Canadian

Studies program. As an additional service, Subject D commented that

Canadian Studies curriculum units subrnitted to the Media Center "...were

catalogued to form an trdea tsank for all Canadian Studies materials in the

Division". The November 30, 1982 in-service on 'Unit Planning' dealt

with : Canadian Studies awareness sessions; teacher planning of units,

lessons (including activities); unit implementations; correlation of units

with the philosophy and rationale of the Canadian Studies curriculurn;

regard for individual student needs; record keeping; brainstorming for

solutions (amongst all staff in individual schools) to curriculum

implementation obstacles; and a chance to view and discuss pertinent

curiculum guides. The January 18, 1983 in-service regarding

implementation activities at the school level dealt with: level and grade

16



corìcerns; unit implementations; meeting individual student needs;

iniegraiiorr of studenis and materials; time-lines for ieaching the uniis; ancÍ

any other teacher concerns pertinent to ihe Canadian Studies

implementation.

In addition to the above opportunities helping teachers to overcome

obstacles to implementation, other avenues were open: Subject-Grade

Group meetings - common planning, resource help (Subject G); "one

textbooks for each Grade IX student in the Division" (Subject D); a

" financial priority on budgets favoring Canadian Studies materials"

(Subject E); and an "...in-service priority favoring the Canadian Studies

implernentation" (Subject A).

Ëåi" KdexaÉåfy wEaetBeen" ohstacBes were @vex"coxqee axad goaås

æcftaieved,

The Assiniboine South divisional implementation activities did not

identify any processes per se designed to tell whether obstacles to

implementation were overcome and goals achieved. "No longitudinal

studies \ryere ever done" (Subject C). According to Subject E, these

concerns were "...dealt with through discussion in teacher in-services,

adrninistration days, Media Center presentations, and administrative

monitoring" of the Canadian Studies process.

At the school level, Subject D commented that "...teachers can close

their classroom door to teach their own agenda" - making it difficult to tell

whethen or not obstacles were overcome, and curriculurn goals were being

achieved. F{owever, Subject E commented that "...tests, student progress,
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and general teacher impressions" helped to give feedback on the program

and the students. Subjeci G referreci to the common teacher-pianning

sessions as having "...4 resource and supportive function" in instruction,

rnaterials, prograrn philosophy, and evaluation for the concerned teachers.

Subject G noted that in these ways, the obstacles associated with the

Canadian Studies program continue to be addressed.

åv. KdernÉåf'y peopåe possessirag ox"gaxaizaÉñoqaa[ sHcsRäs"

According to Subject B, the nine members of the lg92 Assiniboine

South Frofessional Development Committee automatically assumed

organizational tasks relevant to the Division's implementation model, i.e.,

they were 'pre-identified'. At the school level, a memo (June 3,l9ïz)
from the assistant superintendent of programs identified the process under

which School Contact h4embers were to be grouped for provincial and

divisional in-servicing on the Canadian Studies program. Subject A

believed school principals were to "...nominate or volunteer teachers" from

the following groups: resource personnel; teacher librarians; and junior-

high Social Studies teachers.

Finally, Subject D stated that all of the regular Grade IX Social Studies

teachers "were obligated to meet as Subject-Grade Groups for purposes of

helping to organize instruction for the new program".

-1 A



v. Ðeveåop strc¡ctu¡nes Éo deveHop orgauauzatüoraaE sEcåEås,

The rle¿-icinn-rnaLino cfrlrnfrrrec rclqfir¡p fn fhe Acci-il-^i-e Qnr¡fhråt ".r vu ¡ v^s!¡ r v Èv t¡f v I Luúllt¡vvl¡Iv vvgL¡!

implementation model and to the Canadian Studies implementation

according to Subject B were: the executive-administrative cornmittee (the

Superintendents' Department) as the ultimate divisional authority to which

the implementation's actors could make reference; the nine-member

Divisional Professional-Development committee; the School Contact

Groups; the Subject-Grade Groups in each school; and the department-

head and principal administrative structure in each of the schools

implementing the Canadian Studies program. Subject D noted that these

structures within the organization "...gave opportunities for every

Canadian Studies teacher in Assiniboine South" to make implementational

decisions as per the divisional model.

vå. ÐsÉåm!æfe iruapEexmeqltatåoqa costs amd a[[ocate Fes@r.ãr€es"

The estimated cost of implementing the Canadian Studies program was

piloted from the office of the assistant superintendent in charge of

programming (Subject ts). The divisional cost for substitute teachers

filling in for regular Canadian Studies teachers on in-services totalled

$2700.00 rvith an additional $900.00 cost shared amongst the participant

schools (Appendix D). Subject D said that "...in keeping with Assiniboine

South School Board policy, each Grade trX student in the Division received

a text for the Canadian Studies program from day 1", and the expense for

these texts was "covered by divisional seed money". Subject H noted that

during the implementation period from 1982-85, the Division rnade the
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selection of, instructional materials at the divisional Media Center a

nrinrift¡ f)nr-e fhe nrinrifr¡ fnr fhp ^rnr¡ioi^- ^f favfknnLc o^.1 i- oo^,1^o.
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was met, each school was responsible for assuming, and sharing their

responsibilities for the irnplementation f,rorn its yearly per capita-based

block budget (Subject G). Out of this block budget came the allotment for

each school's Social Studies department. Xn addition, Subject G noted that a

good portion of the library budget was spent on print and audio-visual

materials in each of the schools handling the implementation.

Hence, all schools implementing the Canadian Studies program were

provided with the basic textbooks and other instructional materials from

financial grants at the divisional and school levels. Subject E noted that

these "basic and supplementary materials, field trips and speakers" were

allocated "equally to all Grade IX students". Any cost over-runs beyond

the limits of the grants allocated for this implementation were absorbed by

the Ðivision (Subject D).

HgH. Swpen'våsünag f'ox" HNaapÄenaaexaÉaÉñoxa

CoXBect ae'ad wse ñq'afor{matüone n"eåaÉed to:

ú. GoaRs É'on aa¡N"s'åaq¡åBlm åxeapåenaaerata6åoc?:

å.) eppn'@prüaúesness of' seåec6ed goaås;

BO

tåü") saaodüf'ücatåona ofl úuaap[exeaenaÉatüosa goaEs as war"nasated.

Divisionally, the goals of the Assiniboine South implementation model

\ryere seen by all teachers and administrators interviewed as appropriate io

tlie Canadian Studies implementation. Subject A said that "...the process

iü") exÉennt ÉEee sysÉenaa ås nnaapåeNaaena6ånag goaås; asad



and deadlines were set, administrators were to monitor", and "...those

inr¡nlr¡prl rxranf fh.^r, ^h th^ ^-^^oooll E'rr-f1"o**^.o ll o-^1" i -.{i.'i.{tr^l¡¡¡lvlYçu vYvl¡L LlltVuórr LIrV YIvvWùù . I lllLllL/.!lll\-r.üVt ..,Uó¿Ull lrnlJ'lVlUU<¿l

school was monitored in isolation" but was generally seen to be "a

successf,ul model". While none of the implementation goals \,Ã/ere changed,

Subjects D, E, F, G and FI all stated that, at the classroom ievel, some

program goals were priorized, and others were de-emphasized. While

those goals connected to the units on 'law', 'government', and

'multiculturalism' were made compulsory for study, those related to

'international affairs' and 'basic geography'were rnade optional.

According to Subject E, these modifications were made on the basis of

"teacher's decisions and student's abilities and attitudes". But, Subject A

reported that there existed "...little to no evaluation at the school and

divisional levels". Rather, Subject D said that information on curriculum

goals was collected through in-service discussions, School Contact Group

meetings, and through Subject-Grade Group meetings. As an overall

reference to the program, Subject D noted that the 1984 Provincial

Assessment was taken into consideration as a basis for initiating

instructional improvement.

üå. Stnategåes f'on ca¡nnãcusIa3Ere ünaapåearaesaÉatåoE?:

a") eff'eeÉivesaess of' strategnes aEBd ådeua6åfyånag ohs6acåes;

üå") effleaÉåvexness of decisåona-ønaaÄ<üxag són"e¡ctanres åna

f'aciEü6atåreg cu¡nnåaa¡åu¡xse evaIuatüona; axed

ÃaË) q&odûfücatüox! of' evaåruæôüoxa pnocedaanes anad decñsåosa-

xxaaA<üna g stna¡cÉatr"es"
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According to Subject A, the Division mandated that the

irnnlprnenfafinn hp cnhnnl-lrooo.l Tho Ácoinik^i-o Qn,¡fl" *^Jol ^*o!fuLtv¡! uv ùv¡lvv¡ u4oçu. Å Itv MùtItt uvtltv U'vuttl l¡r\_rLrvr yrq'J-

determined the in-services and stage time-lines with local school

administrators supervising the stages of implementation according to its

tirne-lines. Since each school principal was responsible to the assistant

superintendent-programs regarding the model's forrnal expectations, the

teachers and department heads reported all implementational decision-

making to their school principals. Subjects (administrators) A, B and C

initiated no changes to the implementation model, and made no formal

evaluation of the model or its proresses. Subject D thought administrators

"saw the implementation as a'project' to be completed". V/hile

adrninistrators and teachers did identify numerous obstacles to the

implementation, none were evaluated for their threat to the implementation

(Subject C). Rather, Subject B noted that "the obstacles were discussed and

worked out during the teacher in-service section of the implementation

model". Subjects D, E, F, G and F{ all expressed satisfaction with the

opportunities to make decisions, discuss issues through the divisional and

school in-services, and the Subject-Grade Group meetings (referred to as

being especially 'resourceful', and 'supportive'by Subject G).

On a classroorn basis, Subject E identified the strategies of "...testing,

group work, and class presentations" in identifying obstacles and

facilitating curriculum evaluation. Subject E noted that "...given the

variety of students, this process continues". Some of the classroom

obstacles noted by Subjects D, E, and G were "...an increase in behavior-

disordered kids in the classroorn, taking away time from the regular kids",

aa



"lack of motivation by some students", and "difficulty in getting some

cfrrrlenfc inferecferl in nrrrrenf qffqirclt Qrrhienf F nnfprl fhqf nhonco fn fhp¡rrr-v! vuÈvs rvrr! qr¡a!rú r vuuJvvL ¡J !¡vLvu r¡¡4r v¡lqtt6v Lv !¡rv

classroom evaluation structures was 'roften spontaneous, for example the

social and economic ramifications of the lraq \,varr'.

iËi. Pensoseø¡e[ üEavoBved ñs! ånapBeaaaemÉatåoca:

å") eff'ecÉåven'åess of, persoxxmeå üm åmapEeaaeexaÉånag aBãEE åcEÃEa;

ñå.) cååE"s'åcÊ¡nwxaa åxxepåerc'¡emtatüona tnaüp¡üa'ag meeds ofl

XleR's0mxteå; amd

Ãåñ.) E¡Ã"@våsüom of' Én"atrnünag amd/ox" neaåRoaationa ofi' pensoãÂEreå.

At all levels, there existed little to no evaluation of the personnel

involved in the implementation. Subject A also noted that "few checks and

balances existed in the entire process, except that principals acted as

facilitators in providing teachers with the resources needed to expedite the

implementation process, and as monitors in supervising the activities

related to particular time-lines". The personnel involved in this

implementation were expected to participate in and follow the model as

designed. A limited amount of facilitator training was available to the

School Contact Groups, and divisional administrators (Appendix D).

Training for teachers was limited to in-service workshops on the

implementation while Subjects D, E and F received sorute training and

experience frorn piloting the Canadian Studies prograro at a local junior-

high school the year before it was officially implemented in the Division.

According to Subject A, "...no staff involved in this implementation were

reallocated".
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trn the classroom, Subjects D, E, F, G and F{ gauged the effectiveness of
cf rrr{anf norf i¡inofi^- -^^^-Äi-- f^ tttL^ --.{ **^.1"^+ faafa ^-^i^^t-oLuuvrrL ycr r¡vrI/GLrv¡r (¿vu\-/rurrrË LV Llru uttr.¿ yr\Jr,¡L¿LL - Lrvùt¡', Pr\{L/Ut,J?

presentations and discussions". Subject D noted that the progran't

previously was piloted in three classes the year before and "therefore

students knew about the implementation". Subject F commented that all

Grade IX students were assigned the Canadian Studies program, and were

placed according to "levels of ability" with 'special' students mainstreamed

"...often with the help of a teacher aide".

fV. Cosrnx&{Àxaåcaúåxag É'on Knmp[ersaemÉatüoaa

å. Ðesûgua asad Énaxasm?Þt oragoåxag €@[stxìaaããaücatüon¡s aho¿¡t:

ü.) Elrelgx'ess Éowan"d goals foq" aelns"åca¡ãawra årznpleNxnerataÉüoNa;

åñ") exvnen"gñxeg aa¡nx'åcu¡åarxsl ñnnpåexmerntatåoaa pnocesses; ar'ød

ååå.) enalengirag decñsåoa¡-naaa[<åmg stna¡ctures.

According to Subject B, cornmunication on the progress of the

implementation occurred principally through the School Contact Groups,

and teacher feedback during and after implementation in-services. At the

school level, Subject-Grade Group meetings were the vehicles used by

teachers and department-heads to make sure that all personnel had access to

the information on the implementation model and its current status.

Frogress on the school's implementation was also evaluated according to

administrative inspections in teacher's classrooms (Subject Ð). The

incremental stages of development for the Canadian Studies program, and

the opportunities to make decisions with others in this implementation were

tied together in communicating the on-going progress of the
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implementation, and were seen to "...give the rnessage that teacher's

suooecfinna qrê irnnnrfqnflr lQr¡hienf LI\
\vBvJvvÈ ¿!/r.

åå. Elesügna emd åxaapåexmeaaú Elq"@ced¿ãE es ff'on coååeeÉiaag ftea€Úio{as

to 6Rae carsnüc&[a¡srn åraapåeømexatatÄora"

Subject,A. commented that the Division and School Contact Groups

"held divisional and school meetings, while principals picked up on

feedback regarding'on-site' implementation problems". "These meetings

\ryere to make sure people had input in the process." As well, Subject-

Grade Group teachers met regularly to collect teacher reactions and

"...iron out concerns", (Subject F) of the Canadian Studies implementation.

Subject E noted that teachers also initiated discussions and course

evaluations with their students in collecting reactions to the on-going

implementation.

üËå. CosaÉåxau¡oaasåy n"ef'ãxae:

ñ.) goats; auad

åå") åa'xrpßenaaexatatñora pr@€esses anad deaüsÅora-uanaåeåneg

s6narcÉa¡nes"

While the goals for the Canadian Studies program in the Assiniboine

South implementation did not change, they were refined (adapted) to the

particular characteristics of each teacher's classroorn "on the basis of staff

communications" (Subject D). Subject B noted that increasingly,

implementors were given more encouragement and opportunity to

communicate their then-current implernentational concerns. As needed, the

Õf



decision-making structures, i.e., in-services and feedback mechanisms,

Qnhnnl Cnnfanf qnrl Q¡¡lripnf-llrorlo flt^rr^o 
-o.lo 

craofar -ll^trr^-^o f^-vv¡rvvr vvr¡lGvL? 4¡rs vuuJvvL vrqsv v!vuf/J rl¡quv Ërvqlv! qt¡vYT (¡Itvv ¡v!

implernentors to discuss and solve their problems with the implementation,

and to receive support in proceeding according to the n"lodel's stages and

time-lines. According to Subject D, teachers continue "to have healthy

Grade-group discussions, and pin-point on each others good lessons and

techniques".

C. Assånaåhonme Soa¡tFn Hrxap$erøaexaÉaÉåona &ÆodeE:

HnaapEexaaexn6a6åosa of' ÉAae Caqeadtaxa SÉcadñes Pnognaraa

T'he purpose of this section was to present the implementation process of

the Canadian Studies program with critical reference to the 1983

Assiniboine South implementation model.

This data was organized in two sections: i.) the conditions necessary for

successful curriculum implementation according to Assiniboine South

Professional Development Committee (Appendix D); and ii.) an

explanation of the six stages and respective implementation functions

outlined in this model.

B6

H. Couadåtåonas fi'or" Saecaessfi'a¡[ ãnaapHenuaeunÉatåor?

Assiniboine South's curriculum development framework (Appendix D)

represents a structure within which the Division's traditional

responsibilities (as specified by fu[anitoba Education) fon curriculum



implementation were fulfilled. The forum for planning this model, and its

i*^l-*^-+^+i^- "'^- +L^ fl:":-:^-^l 11^^ç^^+ 1]!-^,,* : ^ +L^ f\l-,1^l^-^lrtrrPrurf rçrt[ú¿L¡\rlt rvútJ LllL !_-/tv rùl\Jttéu \-\JtlLd\,1 ur\JLrp: t.ç.? Lll[; lJl vtslullal

Frofessional Development Cornmittee of the ,Assiniboine South School

Division. The data received from the cornmittee's curriculum

implementation researching and brainstorming activities served as the basis

for developing the divisional implementation rnodel not only

comprehensive in its 'stages of development', but also in its prescription of

the 'procedural functions' relevant to the implementational process. The

committee's model reflected Assiniboine South's policy on curriculurn

implementation (Appendix C): "the most important unit for change is the

individual school" with change needing to occur ín the classroom; a

program's adoption must precede its implementation; instructional

practises basically include the teacher-student classroom interaction; the

new program must be adapted to meet the needs, expectations and values of

the users; and the "...school administrator is the single most important

individual affecting program implementation". The model's planning

committee identified two important points from which the implementation

must begin: the framework of the Divisional and School Contact Groups,

and a unit planning base. Subject B said that members felt "...these starting

points would provide teachers with an awareness of the new prograrn"; a

"...forum within r,vhich to discuss" the educational changes and their

instructional implications; and knowledge and practise in "...preparing

materials for the new program" - activities the Committee felt would

promote the program's adoption and maintenance.

Õ-



The committee structured the Grade trX Canadian Studies

irnnlernenfc¡finn infn ciw cfqcec nf .lotrol^nmanf ttÀ^^o-.li- lì\ 'Fl"oÀ¡r:Irrv!¡¡v¡Àr@!¡v¡¡ rr!Lv er/\ ur4óvJ vr uv y vrvt/trrv¡¡t \l À[/[/vttUt^ U). ! ttU

Division's Frofessional Development Model was utilized by the Division's

Frofessional Development Committee f,or the implementation of the Grade

IX Canadian Studies program.

gX. S6ages as¡d AcÉüvñ6tes åra KmapEeumenatatüora

å. Stage K - (Apnåå, 19EZ) - @ngarnñzatåoxa

The Assiniboine South 1982 Frofessional Development Committee,

became the Divisional Contact Group and was responsible to Assiniboine

South's assistant-superintendent responsible for programming. As this

group identified the Division's short and long-range implementation

functions, individual School Contact Groups made up of teacher librarians,

resource and classroom teachers were formed within each school in the

Division. The central committee felt that all those responsible within the

school for the education of the student would be involved with the

Canadian Studies implementation.

åi. Stage KH - (Sep6enaahen, î9eÐ - Pnognan¡a H - Awanemess

Sessüoxns (ComÉact Gx"oaxps)

The first awareness sessions for the Canadian Studies program took

place from August 24-27 of 1982. This N{anitoba Educarion rraining

session was aimed at extending the participant's understanding and

expertise in the following areas: the content of the curriculum guides; the

techniques of conducting workshops; and planning and preparing materials
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for specific sessions. N{embers of the Assiniboine South Frofessional

llo.rol^^'monf ñ^.--itraa offanlo.{ +Li. ttr^.L.l"^^ I ofar lltÃnt, 2 /l IÔarl\iJv v vrvyr!rullr \Jv!rr!t¡lLLUv aLLU¡¡uuì.r lrrf,l) tv \-rrI\'i)rlvy. Lcrlvr 
' \rY¡úrJ J-Tr r t*),

Mlanitoba Education held another awareness and training workshop for tho

facilitators of the implementation. The objectives of ttris workshop were to

promote interaction on a divisional and regional basis among teachers,

administrators, trustees and curriculum committee members; provide an

opportunity for workshop participants to analyze, and priorize concerns

regarding curriculum implementation; and provide a simulated experience

in dealing with curriculum implementation issues. Again, this session was

attended by Assiniboine South administrators, and teachers.

In order to provide for a better understanding of the intended

curriculum goals, the Professional Development Commifiee believed that it

was necessary to have the School Contact Groups take part in an

implementation awareness workshop concerning the philosophy and

rationale of the Canadian Studies program. F{owever, in order to prepare

each School Contact Group for the "Philosophy and Rationale" in-service,

it was agreed that individual central planning committee members would

familiarize each School Contact Group with the aims of the divisional

implementation model no later than September 24,1982.

Subsequently, (on Thursday morning, September 30, 1982), the

Provincial Social Studies consultant (Manitoba Education) presented a

workshop on the philosophy and rationale of the program to the School

Contact Groups. Two groups of 32 teachers each received two 90 minute

presentations on the Canadian Studies, program to be irnplemented in

Assiniboine South. The Division hired and paid for thirty half-time

a{ìv1



substitute teachers, at a cost of $900.00, to fill in for the teachers attending

flrio cpacinn Enr fhio l¡^.7 nll nflra- i- -o-',i^o-\ +I-^ C^I-^^t /-^-+^^+ /-l-^,.^^Lr!!ù ùvoùÀvtl. I vI LIIIJ \<rlrLl (lrl \Jlllr/l III-ÐVI V f lvlvJ/ Lf lU ù9q,/ll(J\J¡ \-\Jf lt61\-[ L]IUUPù

were asked to frll out a questionnaire designed to assist the central planning

committee with future planning of in-service activities. trn so doing, the

groups were asked to respond to the following concerns: "What activities

or portion of today's in-service were beneficial to you"?; "If the activities

presented today were not of benefit, what kinds of activities would you

suggest for future in-services?"; and "Other Suggestions".

At that time, Assiniboine South's school administrators encouraged their

staff members to attend the relevant Canadian Studies professional

development programs given at the Provincial Special Area Group

(S.A.G.) Conference on October 22,7982.

Êåü" Stage EXK - (@ctohen - Noveuaaher, î982) Fa"ognaxns HK, Kll

- Ux¡ñt Påamxaåmg Pnocess - (CoxltacÉ Groalps)

To succeed effectively with the implementation stage, the Cornmittee

saw a need for the Contact Groups to receive in-service training on the

Process of Unit Flanning. This stage recognized that one of the major

functions of planning for program implementation was to provide each

school with a process for changing, altering or revising instructional

practises so that curriculum changes could occur. This stage reinforced the

Division's position that "curriculum implementation occurs only when

changes in the classroom take place" (Appendix D).

A full-day in-service (October 29,1982) was provided for the

Division's Contact Groups at a cost of $1800.00 for the required substitute

ON



service. The sessions featured speakers from the Faculty of Education,

Il-i.roroif., ^f ilÄ^-if^L.^ ^-l +L^ A--:-;L^i-^ Q^"+L D*^ç^--;^-^l\J llI v vt ùrLJ v[ lvlútrÃrt\JUéI Ctltl.l LltU 
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Development Comrnittee. These sessions focused on 'unit planning and

integration', 'content and process', and 'application of unit planning'. The

unit-planning and integration sessions \Ã/ere attended by personnel from the

university of Manitoba's Faculty of Education and Manitoba Education, in

addition to the Division's consultants, and teachers.

Division-wide teacher feedback received by the Divisional Committee

after the October, 1982 in-service prompted that committee to continue

with the process of unit planning. Thus, on Tuesdây, November 30, 1982 a

half-day in-service was organized for the Division's School Contact Groups

at McMaster House. The program format involved the continuation of unit

planning, development of activities and lessons for the units, record-

keeping, and discussion of planning unit concerns. All completed units and

lessons were submitted to the divisional Media Center where they were

catalogued in the Teacher Center trdea Eank for sharing with other

teachers.

g1

iv" SÉage KV - (gæxanaany, l9S3) - Pnognansa EV-Awax.emess

Sessioras (Ðåvåsiora)

To ensure that all other teachers in the Division who taught Canadian

Studies had an understanding of the philosophy and rationale of the

program, Implementation Awareness Sessions were planned for January

18, 1983. School Contact Groups (organized by teacher levels - K-6,7-9,

10-12) met with other Assiniboine South teachers to discuss common



concerns; irnplementation and correlation of units with program

nhilncnnhr¡' rnepfina i-tli.ri.lttol ctrrrlonf noprlo. fi,-o li-oo €n- f-^^X.inn fL.o
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respective units; kinds and numbers of activities needed to cover the

desired outaornes of the lessons and the program; and professional

development progran'ìs and activities at the school level. Canadian Studies

teachers were asked to familiarize themselves with their relevant

curriculum guide, i.e., program rationale, subject content, evaluation prior

to.Ianuary 18 so that in-service time could more effectively be spent on

implementation concerns. After this in-service, in-school sharing sessions

concerning 'philosophy and rationale', and 'unit development and

implementation' were scheduled on a weekly and/or cycle basis amongst the

Division's schools. Xn these sessions, teachers examined the 'structure' of

the units presented, i.e., topics related to student pre and post assessments,

record keeping, resources, teaching strategies, special needs curriculum

development, and classroom applications. Teachers in the Division who

had previously been involved in workshops on the noted topics attended

alternative professional development programs, i.a., individual school

programs.

v. Stage V - (F'ehrslax'Jre nqES = SepÉeaaaher, 19S5) -

Sc&aooÃ PnofessåomaR Ðevelopnmeuaô

Once all the Canadian Studies teachers had the opportunity to participate

in the Xmplementation Awareness Sessions. and the School Contact Groups

were in-serviced on the Process qf Unit Planning (and had prepared units

designed to correlate closely with the philosophy of the program), it was

(ìt



decided by the Divisional Frofessional Development Committee that the

-^i^. 
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implementation activities \4/ould shift to each individual school in the

Division.

The individual School Contact Groups, together with the school

administrations and their school professional development committees,

were then in a better position to provide professional development support

for their own teachers. In January and March of 1983 and in September of

1985, half-day school professional development sessions on the

implementations were made available to Canadian Studies teachers. These

in-service sessions related to unit planning and content integration,

application of unit planning in the classroorn, content and process concerns,

and structure of the program's units.

vå. Stage VH - (19e3 - n9E6) - Seachen Cexrten WonX<sEaops

The School Contact Groups were then requested by the Divisional

Professional Development Committee to recommend that related

workshops be delivered through the Assiniboine South Teacher Center

during the period remaining in the implementation. These workshops,

beginning in 1983, centered on evaluation, grouping techniques, learning

styles, teaching strategies, parent in-services, grade meetings, and

administrative-supervision concerns - all of which related to the Canadian

Studies curriculum implementation.
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In order to verify that the Grade IX Canadian Studies prograrn was

successfully implemented, this study included the observations of three

Canadian Studies classrooms (those of Subjects D, E, and F) with particular

reference to the instructional practises, and classroom 'artifacts' in each.

Appendix G is highlighted to serve as a framework for reporting on the

three classroom observations.

Ð. Cåass @bses'vatåoaas

E" Pø"ognarNr goaBs aNad ãessonas tanagEat.

The Subject D class concentrated on Canada's basic geography, unifying

forces and challenges (Unit il); that of Subject E the political processes of

Canadian society and opportunities for citizenship participation (Unit nII);

and that of Subject F the legal processes and laws governing Canadian

society (Unit III).

üå"(a)" F.eænnüuag ohjee6nves aaad pr@gn"am goaås.

In the Subject D.class, students were asked to identify unifying forces

within Canada, and those that challenge Canada's survival as a nation

(knowledge); gather, interpret and evaluate data from diverse sources

(thinking and research); and, discuss and evaluate the forces which help to

unify and challenge Canada as a nation (social participation; and attitude

and value).

In the Subject E class, students were asked to recognize the three levels

of government and describe the function of each (knowledge); relate the
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development of Canadian government to the British democratic system

/thi-lri-- o-.1 racoo.^h\. ^-.1 .li.^rr.. L^r', ^^r'a16ffia-+ ^T€^^+- +1-^ '{^;1.' l:"^-
\Llrr¡¡r\¡¡¡é 4tlu !çovq\vt\)) crrlu ulùuuJJ llvYv ð\Jt urIrI¡lvllL c¡llvLtù Lrrl./ L¡cl,¡.rJ IrvùD

of individuals (attitude and value).

In The Subject F class, students were asked to recognize the role of the

police in the Canadian legal system, as well as the purposes of our penal

system (knowledge); examine their own attitudes regarding present

methods of punishing young offenders, and reflect on the relationship

between a crime and its punishment (attitude and value).

(h). S6ardex¡t panticipatüoel amd the pnograxm"

Xn the three classes observed, student participation included note-taking,

discussion, and group planning in the Subject D class; note-taking,

brainstorming, and discussion in the Subject E class; and guest speaker

(lecture, question and answers) and research activities in the Subject F

class"

ååü. SeacRaËnag tecEnxaüquaes anad progx"eraa ohjectüves"

The teaching techniques of giving notes, class discussion, and having

students plan for assignments in groups in the Subject D class involved the

program objectives of 'knowledge', 'social participation', 'attitude and

value', and 'thinking and research', respectively. In the Subject E class, the

teaching tectrniques of giving notes, using brainstorming activities, and

class discussion involved the program objectives of 'knowledge', 'thinking

and research', and 'attitude and value' whereas in the Subject F class, the

techniques of lecturing, question and answer, and research involved the

q5



program objectives of 'knowledge', 'thinking and research' and 'attitude

o-.1 .¡-lrrolqtlu v gl uu .

åv, &6easa¡q'ex?'aemÉ of sÉa¡dena6 deveB@pmnemt.

T'he techniques for measuring student development in the three classes

observed, i.e., Subject D - group projects; Subject E - term test; and

Subject F - written assignment, were arranged by the individual teachers

involved (in consultation with their Subject-Grade Group members), and

were designed and used to measure student's learning of their program's

objectives.

v. ?'eaaÞsen deßüveny ofi' cu¡nnñca¡åqlm?.

Subjects D and E delivered the observed lessons on their own, whereas

Subject F had a guest speaker for his lesson. However, Subjects D and E

noted that they used guest speakers throughout the year in their classes,

e.g., Members of Parliarnent, Manitoba Youth Center counsellors.

vË. (a). KJse of' CaraadüaNq Stwdües K"esoal&"ces (aa"Étf'acÉs).

In each class observed, the text Canada Today (1988) r,vas used as the

main and basic resource. Additionally, in the Subject D class, library print

materials on Canada's basic geography and economic factors were signed

out by students for their project assignments; in the Subject E class, copies

of the Government of Canada publication (1980) F{ow Canadians Govern

Themselves by E. Forsey were made available to students for their terrn

test; and in the Subject F class, a text by the Reader's Digest Association

q6



(1989), Le&rl Question and Answer Book was used for its relevant material

n- r1"o V^,,-^ /lff^-l^*r- A^+\Jll l.tlv ¡ \-ru¡rË \-,rltq,tlLllyl ù ¡-ì.ç1.

(h.) .&vaååahüåü6y of;' Cæxaadüaq? S6a¿dåes K"es@Eãå"ces.

All Subjects observed commented on the difficulty in finding relevant

and interesting instructional materials that could supplement the main

resource (the Canada Today text). Subject Ð commented that "...some

audio-visual resources were available frorn the Assiniboine South Media

Center and from the Manitoba Education library though these resources

are generally outdated". Subject E regularly collected and used materials

from the provincial and federal governments wtrich he then shared with

other teachers, and Subject F noted he relied on magazine articles - Canada

and the World. Canadian Geographic and Horizon Canada; newspapers -

the Winnipeg Free Press; cornmunity print materials - Youth Law

(Community Legal Education Association); and atlases and maps

purchased frorn the departrnental budget for instructional materials.

våü.(a)" Fnognaxaa-comamraatnañ6y [inaEcage.

The Subject D class identified local, provincial, and federal influences

on Canadian unity; references were made to,{ssiniboine South's local

School Board, Winnipeg's City Council, Manitoba's provincial and

Canada's federal governrnents in the Subject E government class; and a

local community speaker employed at the Manitoba Youth Center gave a

presentation on the federal Young Offenders Act in the Sub.ject F law class.
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(h). Sta¿desìÉ assågranareuats åna tåae coxsaxxaunnaüÉy.

fl-1., i- fho QttLtio^t E ^l-oo rr'ôrô cfrrrlanfa ^:.'^- ^^-+i^"1^- ^^^i^-*^-+^vtttJ tt\ trrv \-ruuJvvr -!. vlGÕù vvt/l\/ ÕtLl\lvrrLù ë,lVf,/fl yd'f LlLLlI<¿l útùòlËlllf¡L/lltS

that would involve community contact. The classes of Subjects D and E

involved student work in the classroom and school library.

The class observations of the three Canadian Studies teachers (Subjects

D, E and F) consistently revealed instructional practises, and classroom

'artifacts' directly related to the goals of the Grade IX Canadian Studies

program as specified in the Manitoba Education Grade trX Social Studies

Guide (1983).

Ð SymûEaesis of Ðata PNesexated: R.eåevaxece To The Cax¡adüam

SÉa¡dies EnrapRermexaÉatiose

The implementative functions directly related and critical to the

I-eithwood (categories and functions i.-iv.), and Assiniboine South

(categories and functions v.-vii.) models have been listed in Table 2. Each

model,with its critical curriculum implementation categories and functions

(Leithwood - 4 categories, 30 functions; Assiniboine South - 3 categories,

24 functions), is referenced to the Canadian Studies implementation in

order to make apparent the similarities and differences between the two

models. Thus, a "-" symbol (indicating non-relevance) or an "X" symbol

(indicating relevance) after a critical function illustrates whether that

function of the Assiniboine South or the {-eithwood model has a working
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relationship with the Canadian Studies implementation. It was from the

foundatiorr s€t dowrr by ihis rnatrix that the summary of

findings,conclusions, implications and recommendations for this study have

been addressed.

IMPLEMENTATIONAI- CAT EGOR.XES AND F'UNCTIONS

RELEV,ANT TO TT{E CANADXAN STUDIES IMPLEMENTATION

Catesories and Functions

TABI-8, 2

X. F.eËthwood &Kodeå:

u Påanaraåxag:

f . identify goals

2. identify social/economic/political trends

3. predict effect of trends

4. design planning strategies

5. design alternative f,ramework

6. apply operational criteria

L)9

Rel ev ance-Non-R.el evance

v
^

\Z
,1\



åñ. tnganaiøtxag

I irlpnfifr¡ fool¿c i- i*-lo'-anfina ^^^l-À. ¡uv¡¡rrrJ Lsu¡\ú r¡t tt!¡ytvrrrvttLrrrË Ëu<rrù

2. identify obstacles

3. strategies to overcome obstacles

4. evaluate to see if obstacles overcome

5. identify staff with organizational skills

6. organize decision-making

7. estimate implementation costs

8. allocate resources

Collect information related to:

1. appropriateness of goals

2. monitoring of goal implementation X

3. modify goals

4. effectiveness of strategies

\.¡

v
-1\

5. accuracy in identifying obstacles

6. effectiveness in decision-making

7 . modify decision-m akingl ev aluations

8. effectiveness of personnel

9. provide for training needs

10. reallocate personnel

lü0

v

X
\,2

\.2

\i-



iv" Con¡axaa¡¡naücatñrag

i. progress towarci goals

2. emerging implementation processes

3. emerging decision-making structures

4. collect reactions to implementation

5. refine goals

6. refine implementation/decision-making

fK" .&ss¡uaühoürne Soa¡6Ïa Wãodeå

v" þãodeB Ðeveåopralenat:

1.'implementation' defined

2. activities organized into stages

3. utilized time-lines

4. incorporated classroom and

instructional concerns

^
X
\,2
2\

\/,,\

1ûi

5. initiated from central planning committee

of teachers and administrators

6. analyzed implementational data

in devising model

7. took comprehensive inventory of, own

locale prior to model development

8. model specific to needs of own locale

V
-1\

\ir
-À

\,2

\.2,\

1r



vü" Staff ÐeveåopxaaexaÉ assd PartücnpaÉioxa
'l nnm^toho-oirro ^.^rr^i-^ ^f fo^^f,to-. \¿¡, Lvll¡l/rvrllt!ù¡ v v ó¡vuytrtð vi Lvc[çItwlJ /\

2. facilitator-training sessions provided

3. emphasis on awareness and unit-planning X

4. local materials development X

5. evaluation of in-services and

implementation processes

6. allocation of staff responsibilities X

7. communication and staff development

priorized as vehicles critical to progress X

8. opportunity to discuss and

work out concerns X

vüå. .A.dcratx?üsÉnatËve Swppox"t

1. operational costs provided for

2. teacher release time provided

3. promoted/managed sharing of

instructional planning units

4. teacher-center continuation of

program-related in-services

5. utilization of local/external

consultants and administrators

6. initiated organization of divisional

implenientational groups

7. allocated instructional resources
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8. held frequent and regular

^+^ff 
-^^+:-^^ 

^- l--^-1 ^^^^-t^+lSIâII iTreetil-r$S OÍì iiTlpi€iT'reniaiiOn

While the data in Chapter IV is presented separately for each model in

order that a 'parallel' reference between the Leithwood and ,{ssiniboine

South curriculum implementation models could be made to the Canadian

Studies implementation, the above table served to: synthesize the data

presented for these two models; and establish a means for referencing the

Leithwood and Assiniboine South models to the 1982-85 Canadian Studies

divisional implementation according to the curriculum categories and

functions critical to each model.

\//
^
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SEIM&ÆAR&¡, CÛNCT,KISã&NS, H&6PK,äCAS'KONS ANÐ

R.E C OeÆWgÐaw.&T'H@ Rls

C&aapten V

The parallel presentation of the l-eithwood and Assiniboine South

implementation models and their ref,erence to the Grade trX Canadian

Studies implementation generated data addressing the principal task and

questions of this study noted in Chapter tr. Because these questions serve to

focus and organize the data generated, they are highlighted so as to

emphasize each category of data.

^&" Saaxmraaany of' FËredüuags

n" Oven"aãå, wRnaÉ was t&ae degnee of ne[evax?ce åEe Éhe

c¿annåce¡åa¡xm ca'tegonåes axad fn¡r¡atüon¡s of Éhe 'Å,982 K,eåtEawood

aqed ÉEae 1983 AsstxaÅhoåxae Soa¡tÊa ca¡rnåcn¿Rq¡xaa nrmpãenaaenstaÉåoør

smodeås wRaeaa refereaaced Éo tlae Canaadåam S'&a¡dües

inaa påen'øa em 6aÉåox¡ ?
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i. Assiniboine South lVlodel to the Canadian Studies Xmplementation

Table 3 quantified the degree to which the categories and functions

of the Assiniboine South implementation model were relevant to the



1982-85 Canadian Studies implementation in

fli r¡i ci ^-út V lrrt\rrl.

ASSINIBOINE SOT]TH MODEI- AND THE

CANADIAN STUDTES IMPLEMENTATION

the,Assiniboine South School

Total

Categories

TAET-E 3

J

It can be seen that 27 out of the 24 curriculum functions found in the

three curriculum categories of the Assiniboine South implementation model

were relevant to the 1982-85 Grade nX Canadian Studies implementation in

the Assiniboine South School Division. Thus, the 87.57o degree of

relevance of the Assiniboine model to the actual implementation was

classified as 'high', and conversely the 12.57o degree of non-relevance f,or

the categories and functions was classified as 'low' according to

Appendix F{.
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Total

Functions

24

Relevant

Functions

21

Vo

87.5



ii. Leithwood Model to the Canadian Studies Implementation:

Tahlp 4 nttqntiîio.{ tho .lo^.oo f^.',1-i^L fl"a ^^*o^^;^- ^-'{ €"^^+i^-^¡ 4u¡e -Í Yuq¡rl¡¡rvu Lrrv uvórvu Lv ev r!¡Lrr rrrv L4Lvðt ll\/ù ltl¡\l I Lrl¡uLI\Jltò

of the Leithwood implementation model \,vere relevant to the 1982-85

Canadian Studies implementation in the Assiniboine South School Division.

I-EITÏ{WOCD MODEL AND THE CANADIAN STUDIES

IMPI-EMENTAT'ION

Total

Categories

TABLE 4

4

106

Total

Functions

Table 4 shows that in the Leithwood model's four curriculum

categories, 15 out of the total of 30 curriculum functions were relevant to

the Grade XX Canadian Studies implernentation in the Assiniboine South

School Ðivision. This 50% degree of relevance is classified as 'medium'

according to Appendix H. Conversely, 15 out of the Leithwood model's 30

curriculum functions (50Eo) lvere non-relevant to the Canadian Studies

implementation (a 'medium' degree of irrelevance' according to

30

Relevant

Functions

15

Vo

50



Appendix H).

fì^*L:'^^.J 2Á. ^î +l^^ trA ^.---:^,-l--- f-.-^e!^-^ f^,-- Å i- +t^^ 
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South and I-eithwood implernentation models were found relevant to the

Canadian Studies implementation. Thus, while 67Vo of the currict¡lum

functions found in the seven categories of both models were relevant,33To

were not relevant to the Canadian Studies implementation. ^According to

Appendix F{, the overall degree of relevance was 'high', while the overall

degree of non-relevance was 'lotv'.

2, Wãaat wea"e the dega"ees of' neåewanace of 6&ne specåfåc

caÉegonaes of eacåa årarpåeuaaesaéatüora s¡aodeE as nefenesaced 6o 6Eae

tgES Camadüana Sta¡dües dåvüsaoxaaå üxmpåenmemtaÉåona ån¡

.&ssimüboñxre Soa¡6&¡?

Table 5 identified the curriculum categories specific to the Assiniboine

South and Leithwood implementation models and quantifîed their degrees

of relevance to the Canadian Studies implementation.
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R.ELEVANCE OF THE CURRICULUM CATEGORIES TN T'HE

ï-EÏTT{WCOD AND ASSTNTBOINE SOUTI{ MODEX-S AS

R.EFERENCED TC TT{E CANADIAN STUDTES IMPLEMENTATION

Categories

TABT-E 5

1. Planning

2. Organizing

3. Supervising

4. Communicating

Total:

J.

6.

Degree

Model Development

Staff Development

and Farticipation

Administrative Support

Total:

108

Medium

Medium

Low

Medium

Vledium

7.

7o

Relevance

Grand Total:

50

63

30

67

53

Non-

R.elevance

High

I{igh

High

Hieh

The curriculum categories of the Leithwood model found most to least

relevant to the Canadian Studies implementation were: 'communicating'-

50

37

70

JJ

47

ooo()

F{ieh

75

100

oooc)

12

25

0

12

6B 32



677o -'high'; 'organizing' - 637o - 'medium'; 'planning' - 507o -
r*o']ir'*1. 
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'comrnunicating' and 'organizing' functions accounted for most of the

curriculum category relevance, and least of the non-relevance, to the

program implementation. The four Leithwood model categories accounted

for a 537o (medium) degree of relevance and 477o (medium) degree of

non-relevance to the Canadian Studies implementation. In other words,

almost half of the Leithwood model's curriculum functions had no

relevance to the 'local' aspects of the implementation.

From highest to lowest, the curriculum categories of the Assiniboine

South model most relevant to the Canadian Studies implementation were:

'administrative support' - 1007o - 'high'; 'model development' - 887o -

'high'; and 'staff development and participation' - 757o -'high'. The three

categories of the Assiniboine South model accounted for a 8B7o (high)

degree of relevance, and a I27o (low) degree of non-relevance to the

Canadian Studies implementation. Thus, almost all of the curriculum

categories and functions in this model were highly relevant to the needs and

concerns of the local Canadian Studies implementation.

Taken together, all the categories specific to the two implementation

models accounted for a 70Vo (high) degree of relevance, and a 30vo (low)

degree of non-relevance to the local characteristics of the Canadian Studies

implementation.

iû9



3" WñaücEa weÃ"e 6Rne aætegonües aã?d f'wmcÉñoxas of boÉEa

imnEo¡æomóqtfriam *^Æ^Eo fr^'"-Æ -""S'fi^:^**¡-' *^ü^-'^*4 4^ 4B-^À4Ä!ÅrÃÞa[avÃreßÞ[vsr drruuEÀù qu(åÃ.uT,.8 i3Eå.q..EÀ\-À.çÀåq,-u.J a EiÃEi vd¿gBå- å,q, å,EAE;

CaxaadÊa¡a SÉu¡dües åxaapäexaaexaÉætüoøs Éo he nnaeå¿¡ded æs KlaEÉ clf' a

aoxnahüøaed aEãrx"ücq¡åaanm åaaapåexmeeaÉa'&åona r¡aodeå?

Table 5 revealed that three process-oriented categories, and two

managerial-oriented categories were sufficiently relevant to the Canadian

Studies implernentation to be combined into a separate implementation

model. The five categories from most to least relevance of both models

were:'administrative support';'model development';'staff development

and participation';'communicating'; and'organizing'. Together these

categories accounted for 837o of the relevance (high) of all the categories

and functions referenced to the Canadian Studies local implementation.

T'hose models of least relevance to the Canadian Studies implementation

\,vere 'planning' and 'supervising'. Together, they accounted for only l77o

of the relevance to that implementation - 'planning' and 'supervising' each

accounted for 8.57o of the relevance to the Canadian Studies model.

The inclusion of five out of the seven categories of both models

accounted lor 717o of the categories of both models sufficiently relevant to

the Grade IX Canadian Studies implernentation.
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4" W&aat wen"e ÉBre degn'ees of adrmtrnüsÉna6üve ñxavoåversxen¡t åxa

4E¡ø {--^-n{i-* Ç#'""Si^o ^""**€^""8""* ;*^E^*^*4-4:^* ^^^^*Æ:-- ê^eÀ{w v@aa@uaøas \-.v&Eåq.ÀÁE¡:t q.4åA I ls-Eã.lEã.äåå AnåÅÅrlç{A¿€Àåå,(d.å,AC-99È @S-$-{.r!. {'4ÀÀÁg UC",

ÉEae aaanx'lca¡åa¡nq? €a6eg@Eåes ofi' 6Rae K,eaÉEawood asad ÉEae

Assüxaühoñcre Soalúh åxmpåeruaexaÉaÉËoqÎ n¡aodeås?

Synthesized from.Appendix I, the data in Table 6 identified and

quantified the administrative involvement as referenced to the curriculum

categories and functions of both models.

ADMTNISTRATIVE INVOI-VEMENT trN THE CANADIAN STUDIES

IMPLEMENTATION

Categories and Functions

111

TABLE 6

l. E eËt&awood Modetr

1. Flanning

2. Organizing

3. Supervising

4. Communicating

Sub-Total:

Vo

JJ

87.5

30

83

57

Degree

Low

High

Low

High

Medium



4 A ^^:*33-^:-^ Cr^-,¿g- E,ã'^-J^E¿,. låsSÅÂ[AÂ-!E-rl[åe i]UÉå8.[å lV-g,q-oLflËl

1. Model Ðevelopment

2. Staff Development and

Farticipation

3. Administrative Support

Sub-T'otal:

Gx"axrd ?'ota[:

Administrators participated in 17 out of the 30 'managerial'

(Leithwood) functions for a 577o (inedium) involvement rate, and in 20

out of the 24'process' (Assiniboine South) functions for an 837o (high)

participation rate. Such a discrepancy in rates can be attributed to the fact

that Assiniboine South administrators, while ultimately responsible for the

implementation, exercised a collaborative and supportive role in the

essentially cooperative implementation process in the Assiniboine South

School Division from 1982-85. Combined, administrative involvernent

with functions common to the Leithwood and Assiniboine models amounted

to 37 out of the total of 54 functions for a 697o (high) participation rate.

According to the specific categories critical to the implementation

models, those most highly rated in administrative involvernent were:

model development - 87.5Vo (high); adn'rinistrative support - 87.57o

(high); organizin g - 87.57o (high); staff development and participarion -

757o (high); and communicating - 837o (high). Cornbined, rhese f,ive

87.5

75

87.5

83

69

112

High

High

High

High

F{ieh



curriculum categories accounted for 86.57o of the total administrative

inr¡nlr¡atnpnf in fhe lìa-orlio- Qftr.lioo i-^lo,-onlofi^-¡r¡ t v¡ I v¡¡rv!:r irr Lr¡v vqrtqvrq¡¡ uLuu¡vO I¡¡rylvtIlv¡ltlltlvtr.

The two rernaining curriculurn categories receiving the least

administrative involvement with the Canadian Studies implementation

were: planning - 337o (low); and supervising - 307o (low). Overall, these

two categories and functions received only 13.57o of the total

administrative involvement in the Canadian Studies implementation. The

lone low category different to both models, and having the least

administrative involvement was 'supervising' - principally because the five

evaluation functions in this category \ryere not linked to administrative

activity. Planning, meanwhile, was a category closely linked to the specific

and unique rationale of each model, and thus had little relevance to a model

with fundamentally different assumptions regarding change [and

curriculum implementation].

The actual involvement of administrators in the 1982-85 implementation

of the Canadian Studies program in the Assiniboine South School Division

was predominantly collaborative, and supportive to the teachers and the

system's involvement in the curriculum process.
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The data derived from the class observations, i.e., of the classroom

instruction as related to program goals, and of program artifacts used to

support this instruction, served to show that the 1982-85 implementation of

B. Coxaaåwsåoeas



the Grade IX Canadian Studies curriculum in the Assiniboine South School

Tìi.rioi^- h^o .1"^",- i+-^lf t^ 1'^ ^"^^^^^f"II., :*^l^*^-+^^t 'l-L^^^u! Y rrrvrt rtGJ Jtluvv lr rLÕvrt t\l tr\/ Jú-.ltvr-iJùJt LlrIJ r¡rrprurrlçtll{tu. I rltròç

observations were irnportant to the study in that they verified that the

ï-eithwood and Assiniboine South implernentation models were being

referenced to a'bona-fide' implementation.

The Assiniboine South process model of implementation was attributed

a much higher degree of relevance to the local characteristics of the

Canadian Studies implementation than was the I-eithwood managerial

model of change. The Assiniboine South rnodel was more comprehensive,

and had a higher'capacity to effect change' as compared to the Leithr,vood

model. The critical reason for this difference in 'cornprehensiveness', as

seen by the researcher, was shown in the design of the Assiniboine South

model which encouraged 'adaptation to' local needs and concerns. The

I-eithwood managerial model, on the other hand, resembled a centralized

plan which, while it had legitimate expectations about the goals of

educational change, underestimated the local implementation process

necessary to their realization.

In this study, the nature rather than the frequency of the planning

process seemed to have a major effect on the outcome of the Canadian

Studies implementation. The Assiniboine South model encouraged

planning that established lines of communication, set forth initial goals and

objectives with the help of a representative group(s) of project participants;

and maintained a continuing process of planning. Frequent and regular

staff meetings, and in-services provided a forum for monitoring project

achievements and problems, and provided collegial support. T'hese
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meetings and in-services broke down the traditional isolation of the

nlqccrnnm f,eonhor qf o fime rrrho- nnnnanofi^- --r{ ^^**"-:^^+i^- .',i+Lv¡srú¡vvr!¡ Ëç4ùtrvr qL G L¡lr!v vv llvrt vvvyvrcfLl\Jt.t <-{lltt \,\_rtllllrulllt?<lLl\JlI tv lLll

others was in high demand.

This study has shown that the identification of curriculurn categories

and functions critical to successful implernentation depended more on their

relevance and adaptability to the needs, concerns and conditions of local

educational environments than to centralized standards and behaviors. {n

this study, the categories and tasks associated with administrative support,

model development, and staff development and participation were

functionally related to the local needs, environment and interaction of its

members in order to accomplish the irnplementation. T'he managerial

categories and functions of the Leithwood model, i.e., planning,

organizing, supervising, and cornmunicating did not address themselves

specifically, but rather generically, to the particular locale of the Canadian

Studies implementation. Accordingly and at best, the managerial categories

were found to have a'low' to 'medium' relevance to the Canadian Studies

implementation.

The subjective basis (rationale) of a model frames the activities designed

to achieve the goals of that model. In the case of the Leithwood rnodel, the

managerial rationale of identifying and controlling variables in a specific

environment to fulfill the desired objectives has resulted in an emphasis on

planning, organizing, supervising and communicating tasks and activities.

The Assiniboine South model's rationale that program awareness is a pre-

condition for program adoption; and that local teachers needed more

knowledge and practise in unit planning and iis classroom application,
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resulted in communicative groupings, and professional development
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in turn, reflected a particular perception of curriculum, and holv it r,vas to

be implemented, i.e., as 'administratively-directed', or as 'administratively-

assisted'.

This study has sholvn that while educational administrators are

ultimately responsible for implementing a new curriculum in their school

division, e.g., Canadian Studies, their expertise, and experience in working

collaboratively, and supportively with teachers through the planned change

process related very favorably to the success of this particular curriculum

implementation. Such collaboration is consistent with the notion that

curriculum often needs to be implernented at varying levels within an

organization.

Neither of the implementational models investigated in this study had

categories and functions relevant to evaluative procedures adaptable to a

particular implementational locale. As a result, the effect of the

implementational procedure is often left to naturalistic observation in

determining its success. Particular implementational obstacles noted during

the interviews, e.g., insufficient in-service education, facilitator training,

implementation planning time, together with a lack of evaluations of the

Canadian Studies implementation leads one to believe that there remained

room for improvement in implementing the Canadian Studies program.

trn this study, the data has shown that while we can know how an

educational setting implements a divisional curriculum, often what happens

later to a program at the 'site' level is unknown to n'lost practitioners.



Knowledge of 'site-based' curriculum continuation could help reveal the
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curriculum development.

The implications of referencing the Leithwood and .Assiniboine South

implernentation models to the local Canadian Studies implementation relate

to facilitating the curriculum implementation process at the divisional and

school levels.

The conclusions supported by this investigation provide those

responsible for the implementation, i.e., teachers and administrators, with

knowledge of and the nature of the critical factors pertinent to a local

implementation. Knowledge of these critical factors could help

implementors construct a procedural plan for expediting implementations.

The value of the functions conìmon to both models, e.g., organizational,

cornmunicational, staff development, lies in their potential for addressing

and adopting to the needs and concerns of the local implementational

environment.

It cannot be implied too lightly that, in order to match the local needs of

a school division to the appropriate implementational model requires

knowledge of the conditions, needs, and concerns of one's particular

educational environment. Taking'inventory' then, becomes the pre-

C" ãxarpåüaaËåoNns
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condition for developing an implementation model appropriate to the local

ooffi n nùu Lrrrrå.

The fact that the Canadian Studies implementation was a cooperative

effort between teachers and administrators lends credence to a lvell-

organized, participatory, and cooperative form of implementation. The

participatory practises of cooperative planning, problem-solving, decision-

making, open communication, and goal setting in the Canadian Studies

implementation could possibly lead to more effective practises in

curriculum implementation. The implication here is for educators to

measure whether or not the difference between the presence and absence of

these cooperative ventures in a curriculum implementation is significant.

A critical implication for forming the rationale of a model to be used in

implementing curricula regards the manner in which that rationale was

developed. 'Were the procedures used in the rationale's identification

appropriate? Was the rationale an accurate reflection of the needs of the

concerned school jurisdiction? Did others participate and confer with the

process suggested by the chosen rationale?' The foregoing questions

suggest that great care should be taken in the identification of a rationale

for a curriculum model since that rationale will strongly influence the

framework, activities, assumptions and success related to the curriculum

implementation.

Cnce these questions are answered, and the decision has been made to

adopt a curriculum and proceed with an implementation plan, the issue of

'ownership' arises. The characteristics of both, the managerial and the

process, models in this study reveal that 'reasoned control' over the
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implementation process is necessary. The need for such control strongly
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assumed by a particular person capable of fulfilling the implementative

responsibilities within a school division. Additionally, this irnplies that

many practitioners should become meaningfully and responsibly involved

so that they too can exert 'reasoned control' in the implementation process.

This study has shown that divisional curriculum implementation utilizes

functions from classical management theory , e.8., organizing,

communicating, in addition to those activities which enhance teachers'

professional development, e.g., in-servicing and workshops related to

curriculum implementation. T'he implication of this is that professional

management and leadership training combine r,vell to help meet the

demands of divisional and school curriculum implementation.

The presence of obstacles, while a detractor from effective

irnplementation, implies that school administrators and teachers need to

reflect, and prepare for appropriate action in response to anticipated

obstacles to change. This need also implies, as a prevention technique,

developmenl within one's organization in preparing and reacting

successfully to implementational barriers. Such reflection and strategy

development could possibly improve a school system's capacity to

irnplernent curricula. Nevertheless, the allocation of resources, the timing

of the introduction of the change, and the expectations for change in

implementation must be gauged to the capacity of the local jurisdiction to

engage in the curriculum change process.

11CìttJ



This study's suggested model which synthesized the implementational

categories and functions of the I-eithwood and Assiniboine South models

having relevance to local implementation processes needs to be developed

and tested in an actual on-going curriculurn implementation. The data

generated from this testing could then be used to cornpare the rnodel's

implementational effectiveness with that of the l-eithwood model, and the

Assiniboine South model. Essentially, this testing could serve to extend

the basic findings of this thesis as referenced to the specific conditions of a

particular locale.

Further research is needed in order to test the validity of examining an

'imported' model, i.e., one that is not particular to the philosophy, needs,

and conditions of a particular educational environment in comparison to a

more 'locally-sensitive' model. Particular questions beg to be answered:

"Did the results derived from model cornparison have practical application

to a unique environment?" "Did the generality and universality of the

theoretical model render that model weak in its 'applicative transfer' when

applied to a particular implernentational locale?" "Would it have been

more practical to direct research along the path of finding model

effectiveness in those particular locales that have developed their own

models?"

School divisions and schools could benefit from reflection and

development of their own 'capacity for change'. This involves a critical

awareness of one's environment, and being able to devise an

EÞ" R,ecomarsaexadaÉåonas
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implementational model effectively addressing the needs and characteristics
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divisions with planning frameworks that effectively act as a bridge between

their need f,or curriculum implernentation and rlteir classroom

appiications.

Stemming from the implied importance of management and leadership

training to effective curriculum implementation, it is recomrnended that

curriculum'netÍvorks' between school divisions, universities, and other

groups, e.g., Manitoba Education, and the Manitoba Teachers' Society, be

coordinated to provide ongoing implementation support to professionals

concerned with curriculum irnplementation. Such networks could

encourage school divisions to routinize innovative practises on an on-going

basis, e.g., through 'innovative grants' for instructional excellence, and

thus help practitioners to view innovation as part of their regular

professional activities. Fractises of this nature could develop into much-

needed projects for testing of the relationship between curriculum

implementation, the nature of student learning, and beneficial instructional

outcomes derived from implementation.

Finally, the presence of obstacles in the Canadian Studies

implementation helped to underline the importance and need in evaluating

the degree to which each of the identified obstacles affected the actual

implementation, and the need to develop strategies designed to address the

particular obstacles so that the implementation process can progress as

smoothly and meaningfully as possible.
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APPENDIX B

LETTER OF CONSENT

/6"' " ¿/à
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Dear þ{r. Dvorali:

'(5- lcoaÉ_

=* 
JA$t 14 1991 :

I am writing to request yot¡r help in collecting data that is needed in
completing research for my lr{.Ed. thesis in Eclucational Administration
at the University of Manitoba.

3,.0,*r.*9*

The purpose of m)' study is to investigate and iclentify the degree to
which the actors involved in the implenrentatiorì of tlìe 1983 Nfanitoba
CanaÅian Studies program displaved the inrplementation behaviors
specified in Leithwood's (1982) management of cr rriculum model. I
will need your permission to interview the assistant superintendent (in
charge of divisional programming), five principals , and f ive teachers
who were directly involved with the 1933 Canadian Siudies
implementation in your division. The length cf each interview vill t¡e

approximately one hour. I u'ill also require your permission to observe
the classrooms o[ the five identif ied Canadian Studies teachers (three
classes for each). These observations are designed to link divisional
implementation with classroom activities and resources. and will not
serve to evaluat.e teachers' competencies.

This study employs no deceptions or perceived negative effects for any
of the participants. All participants wi ll be be duly advised that their
responses (along with the researcher's obsen'ations) ç¿i11 be held in the
strictest of confidence; that, if so desired, participants may withdraw
from the st,udy without penalty; and that all participants have a right
to make inquiries about this research by contacting Dr. H. lvlay,
D epartment of Educat i onat Ad min istraCion ärid Foundat ions, Un iversi ty
of Manitoba (phone: 474-9030).

Winnipee, N{B R-
January 14, 1991.
(Phone:

13"/



It is my sincere hope that this study wif I benefit administrators and
teacher's in facilitating the implementation process in our schools. With
this in mind, I will provide you with a summary of my f inal report for
your personal use and for sharing with your staff . I would be happy to
pr-ovide additional informat,ion about any part of this study that, might
fie of interest.

Enclmecl are two copies of this letter. Under "Signatureof Consent" on
theoriginal copy, please signyour name and mail that copy.to me in the
provided self-addressed envelop. The second copy is for your records.

Please accept my appreciation for the time you have already taken in
cons icler-ing my request.

Signature of Consent.,

Nfr--S lJvoraf

17t,

cc Mr. P. Krescy,
Ass istant Superintendent of Schools

Yours trull',

Ron Saranchuk



ASSINIBOINE SOUTI{ SCHOOL DIVISTON POLICY RE.

CURRICULUM IM PI-ENiTENT'ATION

1. The most important unit for change is the individual sçhool -

adoption of new or revised curriculum; curriculum implementation

occurs only when changes take place in the classroom.

A ÐDEJ\TÏIIV Iì
.C-\1 .¡. lJl I IJI-1\ \-

2. Before a school begins to implement a new curriculum, it must

adop! that curriculurn - adoption is the decision to accept/use the new

curriculum, guides and rnaterials, and instructional changes.

3. Curriculum is a planning process affected by instructional activities -

instructional practises implied by the curriculum occur; students interact

with the teacher and the curriculum in the classroom; and when these

conditions exist, implementation is occurring.

4. During implementation, the new curriculum is interpreted and

translated by the user - the curriculum is adapted to meet the

needs/accommodate the skills, expectations and values of the user; and

teachers modify the curriculum accordingly.
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is the single most important individual affecting implementation - he is

responsible for elirninating barriers; for creating an atmosphere that is

task oriented; for facilitating and directing implementation planning and

decision-making; for supervising curriculum use and creating a sound

organizational climate that is conducive to change; for identifying and

directing an implementation system for successful implementation; for

assuring that cornmunication channels are open; for being involved in

the planning before and during implementation; for being supporiive,

encouraging and appreciative; for being receptive to change for

successful implementation; and for encouraging, and maintaining

teacher's willingness to implernent, as teacher morale is crucial to

success.
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AS S TNIB OTNE S CUT H PROFES S TOI.{AT- DEVELOPVTEhIT NÍCDEN-

18 Elem. Thurs.,

8 JH Sept. 30,1982 T-Lib.

4 SH (a.m.)

20 Res.

13 T-Lib. Presentcrs:

¡{ I)DEh.TIìf\a lì¡\_[ { til\.[JL.l\ X-)

J.Bevis-L.4.

G.McEwen-S.S.

30 Snbstitutes (.5)

$900.00 - Divisional

School Contact Groups

Cl Teachers

Elem./ JH / SH

Pr.-1 LA-1 LA-1

Int.-l SS-i SS-1

(18) (8) (4)

141

(13)

Octobcr 22 --- School Administrators to encourage staff to attend LA/SS S.A.G. programs.

PHILOSOPHY AND RATIONALE

Res. Teachers

18 Elem. Fri.

8 JH Oct.29,1982 T-Lib.

4 SH (a.m./p.m.)

20 Res. (13)

Presentations to

two groups of 32

9-10:30 Grp A-LA

Grp B-SS

10:30-12 Grp A-SS

Grp B-LA

School Contact Groups

Cl. Teachers

Elem./ JH / SH

(18) (8) (4)

Res. Teachers

(20)

Session I

9:00-Unit Planning/

Intcgration

I0:3O-Joint Pres.



13 T-Lib. F'acilitators:

J.Gemmel Facilitaiors:

V.Froese FacultyPersonnel,Consultants,

E.Lamb (Lib.) Pilot Teachers

J.Bevis

30 Substitutes (1.0)

$ 1800.00 Shared ($900.00 Divisional,

$900.00 School)

142

(Gemmel/Froese)

Session II

l0:30-Application

of'Unit Planning

12:00-LA/SS

Session III

1:15-Content/Process

2:00 (K.Osborne, J- In,ine)

Session IV

UNIT PLANNING AND INTEGRATION 2:00-Application of

Unit Planning 4:00 LA/SS

Note: Teachers rvill attend LA or SS

Sessions to be

scheduled regularly Other T-Lib. Teachers Res. School development/implementation

on a u'eekly or Teachers

cycle basis

School Contact Groups

Implementation

IN-SCHOOL SHARING SESSION

RE. UNiT IMPLEMENTATION

Teachers Admin.

Share in the continued

of unit,

i.c.. Structurc ol Units

Pre-assessment

Record l(eeping

Resource

Teaching Strategies

Special Needs

Post Assessment



18 Elem. Tnesda1,,

8 JH Nor,. 30,

4 SH 1982 (a.m.)

20 Res.

13 T-Lib. Facilitators:

As needed.

30 Substitutes (.5)

$900.00 Divisional

School Contact Groups

T-Lib Cl. Teachers Res. Teachers

( l3)

Tuesday,

Jan. 18,

Elem/JH/SH

(18) (8) (4)

UNIT I MPLEMENTATION SHARING SESSION

A. Philosophv

and Rationale Session

P.M.

(20)

Divisional have yet to rcceive this

In-serv'icc presentation

Bevis/McErven

(For teachers r.vho

143

Groups to examine

and share concerns

re Structure of the

Units

(Teachers to select Option A, B, or C)

B. Unit Implementation C. Individual

Feb.-Mar., 1983

Hall-da1,/ T-Lib

Full-day

Indiviclual School in-sen icc

Session

With: School Contact

Groups

For: Teachers in

School ProgIA!û

varions stages of implementation

Individual

Cl. Teachers Res.

Elem/JH/SH

UNIT PLANNING

e.g., Math

Computer Sc.

School Contact Groups

Teachers

AND INTEGRATION

School Contact

Group responsible

for organizing this

program.



Facilifators: School Contact Groups

Teacher Center

Workshops, etc. beginning Fcbruary, 1983

Record Keeping and Reporting

Evaluation

Grouping Techniques

Learning Styles

Teaching Strategies

Parent In-service

Grade Meetings

Inter-Grade A rticulation

Admini stration/Supcrvi sion

TEACHER CENTRE WORKSHOPS

Committee Members
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E.G,

M. C.

J. G.

C. H.

J. T.

L. C.

C. T.

B. L.

V. C.



INT'E,RV IEW GUIDELINIE F'OR. S CTdOOL PRINICIPAX-S

The following questions follow closely the structure and content of the

Leithwood (1982) model on the management of curriculum

implementation. The questions are intended to collect information at the

school level.

/T DDEh,TÏIT\1 E¡1tr r Lr\ t)t,1\ tr

å" Fåanaxaüxag

1.a.) Explain the process(es) used to identify the Canadian Studies

curriculurn goals (provincial, divisional and school).

b.) S/hat particular curriculum goals were identified? V/as there

any discrepancy between those of the province/division and those of

your school?

c.) In assessing the Canadian Studies goals for your school, what staff,

board, and/or communit)¡ priorities were taken into account?

d.) Did any of these priorities lead you to modify any of the

provincial Canadian Studies goals? If so, in what way?

e.) Were any particular curriculum goals for the Canadian Studies

program made a priority in your school? If yes/no, for what reasons?
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2. Did you identify any social, economic and/or political trends

-^l^,,^..+ +^ -,^.,- ^^L^^ll^ l1^-^ li^- Õr--l: ^- -^^r^ ^,- I ¿^t{rrçv<llil. ru JUur JUrluut s \-:1rr4Lltdlt ùtuultrs g,uals, ailu tu yuur

implementation process ?

3.a.) V/ere you able to predict the effects of any of the above

trends on your school's curriculum goals and process?

b.) In what ways did you make these predictions?

c.) What particular effects did these trends have on your goals

and processes?

4.a.) To what extent did the curuiculum planning strategy used in

your school allow for decision-making amongst levels and

groups of participants?

b.) V/hat was the criteria for selecting this particular

level/nature of decision-making for the implementation's

actors as part of your school's planning strategy?

146

5.a.) Did your planning strategy allow for alternative (yet

internally consistent) conceptual frameworlçs in implementation?

b.) What were some actual alternative frameworks implemented

in your school?

6.a.) Of all the conceptual frarneworks considered for implementation,

which was chosen as the optimum?

b.) What was the criteria for rnaking this choice?



üå" 0ngaaaåzaxag

i.) Goals for implementation; and

ii.) Obstacles to their achievement?

b.) V/hat particular goals and obstacles were diagnosed as relevant to

your school?

2. What processes did your school involve in designing/applying

strategies to overcome these obstacles to implementation?

3. V/hat identified processes were used to evaluate whether obstacles

were overcoûte, and goals achieved at your school?

4. What was the basis (methods used) for selecting the teachers of the

Canadian Studies implementation? (identifying skillful implementors in

your school)

147

5. V/hat kinds of decision-making structures did your school engage in

to facilitate teachers carrying out the implementation?

6.a.) F{ow were your school's costs for implementing the Canadian

Studies program estimated?

b.) What were the costs, and resources identified as necessary support

for the Canadian Studies implementation at your school?

c.) How were the needed resources allocated in your school?



üåä. Saxpeavåsåxag

fì- o o^h^^l }.ooio l-^.rr.rr-o i-fn.--fi^- ^^flo^foÃlrrnorl *o^--Ài-^ +l.\lii a- ðv¡iw\ji tj45ib, ituw w¿15 iìitUtìiiitti\r¡i UuitÇUtttu/USüU ftgAfüfng Lne:

1. Goals for implementation, i.e.,

a.) Continuing appropriateness of selected goals;

b.) Extent to which school is achieving the goals; and

c.) N{odification of goals.

2. Strategies for implementation, i.e.,

a.) Effectiveness of implementation, and accuracy of identified

obstacles to implementation at your school;

b.) Effectiveness of decision-making structures in promoting

implementation at your school; and

c.) Modification of evaluation and decision-making structures at

your school.

3. Personnel in implementation, i.e.,

a.) Effectiveness of school personnel;

b.) Needed teacher implementation training; and

c.) Frovision of training and/or reallocation of school personnel.
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üv, CommaelslåcaÉñxag
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relative to:

a.) Its progress in implementation;

b.) Ongoing/emerging curriculum processes; and

c.) Ongoing/emerging decision-rnaking structures.

2. 'What communications were in place at your school for collecting

reactions to the ongoing implementation?

3. Xn what ways did any communication processes help refine your

school's curriculum goals, implementation, and decision-making

structures?
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The following questions follow closely the structure and conteni of the

I-eithwood (1982) model on the management of curriculum

implementation. These questions are intended to collect information at the

classroom level.

II.üTER.VIEW GUIDEI-INE FOR. S CF{OOL T'EACÍ{ERS

APPENDIX F

ü. Påaxaxaürng

1.a.) Explain the process(es) used to identify the Canadian Studies

curriculum goals (provincial, divisional, school and classroom).

b.) What particular curriculum goals were identified for your

classroom? Was there any discrepancy between those of the

province/divisionischool and those of your classroom?

c.) In assessing the Canadian Studies goals for your classroom, what

boagl, communit)¡. school and/or student priorities were taken into

account?

d.) Did any of these priorities lead you to modify any of the

provincial/divisional and/or school Canadian Studies goals? If so, in

what way?
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e.) Were any particular curriculum goals for the Canadian Studies

ñr^^rôn- *-.Io - ^-i^-if., i- .r^.r- ^l^-^-^^*t f-6' .,^-l^^ f^- ."L^+yrvð!4rrr [rr<r\rv G yrr\./^itLJ !rr J\-rLr¡. çrctùù1\Jwtttj r.r Jvù/ll\-r, t\_rl vyll<tt

reasons?

2. Did you identify any social, economic and/or political trends

relevant to your classroom's Canadian Studies goals, and to your

implementation process ?

3.a.) Were you able to predict the effects of any of the above trends on

your classtroom's curriculum goals and process?

b.) In wlaat ways did you make these predictions?

c.) What particular effects did these trends have on your goals and

processes?

4.a.) To what extent did the curriculum planning strategy used in your

classroom allow for decision-making amongst levels and groups of

participants?

b.) What was the criteria for selecting this particular level/nature of

decision-making for your students as part of your school's planning

strategy relevant to your classroom?

5.a.) Did your planning strategy allow for alternative (yet internally

consistent) conceptual frameworks in implementation?

b.) What were some actual alternative frameworks implernented in

your classroom?



1=2

6.a") Of all the conceptual frameworks considered for implementation

in r¡nr¡r nlooot^^- ttrhi^h .rroo ^h^oon oo fha ^^fi,-rr*?rrr Jvqr vrq9J!vvrrI, vr lltull vyqJ vtlvùvit ctü Lttv vytrt-rrLåtIr¿

b.) What was the criterion for making this choice?

ii" @r"gaxaüzñneg

1.a.) V/hat processes were used to diagnose your classroom's

i.) Goals for implementation; and

ii.) Obstacles to their achievement?

b.) What particular goals and obstacles were diagnosed as relevant

your classroom?

Z.What processes did your classroom apply in designing/applying

strategies to overcome these obstacles to implementation?

3. What identified processes were used to evaluate whether obstacles

were overcorne, and goals achieved in your classroom?

4. V/hat was the basis (methods used) for selecting the students for the

Canadian Studies implementation?

5. What kinds of decision-making structures did you have in your

ciassroom to facilitate students participating in the implementation?

6.a.) FIow was your classroom's costs for implementing the Canadian

Studies program estimated?
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b.) V/hat were the costs, and resources identified as necessary support

fnr fhp l-o-orlio- Qft,rlioo i-^lo-o-fofinn i- .r^rrr ^looor^^-9¡v¡ lr¡v u4!r4u¡qrr utugtvù rtllHtvr¡rvltLqt¡v¡r rrr JVU! vtqùütvvr!r.

c.) How were the needed resources allocated in your classroom?

åfiñ" SwpenvËsüxrg

Cn a classroom basis, how was information collected and used

regarding the:

1. Goals for implementation, i.e.,

a.) Continuing appropriateness of selected goals;

b.) Extent to which students are achieving the goals; and

c.) Modification of goals.

2. Strategies for implementation, i.e.,

a.) Effectiveness of implementation, and accuracy of identified

obstacles to implementation in your classroom;

b.) Effectiveness of decision-making structures in promoting

implementation at your classroom; and

c.) N{odification of evaluation and decision-making structures in

your classroom.

3. Students in implementation, i.e.,

a.) Effectiveness of student participation;

b.) Needed student implernentation awareness; and

c.) Frovision of awareness and/or placement of students.



iv" CoãmsraåãE?åaaÉüneg
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relative to:

a.) Its progress in implementation;

b.) Ongoing/emerging curriculum processes; and

c.) Cngoing/emerging decision-making structures.

2. What communications were in place in your classroom for collecting

reactions to the ongoing implementation?

3. In what ways did any comrnunication processes help refine your

classroom's curriculum goals, implementation, and decisionrmaking

structures?
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The classroom observations focused on the instructional practises, and

classroom activities which, in turn, reflected the structure, goals,

objectives, skills and nature of content and activities particular to the

implemented Grade trX Canadian Studies program.

CLASSROOM OB SERVATICN SCF{EDTJLE

AFPENDIX G

Observations of the program were based on the following concerns:

1. Did the lesson reflect any program goal(s) relevant to the unit and

class being taught?

2.a.) Does the program specify learning objectives related to its goals?

(e.g., knowledge, thinkinglresearch, attitude and value, and social

participation)

b.) How does the program allow for student participation?

{rr

3. Does the program encourage/support any particular teaching

techniques conducive to fulfilling its objectives?

4. Are techniques for the rneasurement of student development (as per

program objectives) provided for by the program?



5. Does the program allow for the teacher to deliver the curriculum

alone? V/ith others? (Specify groups, numbers of people, roles)

6.a.) Were Canadian Studies resources utilized in/with the observed

lesson? (Specify)

b.) Are other Canadian Studies resources available for teacher/student

use? (Specify)

7.a.) Does the program relate itself in class to the outside community?

b.) Does the in-class program provide structured opportunities for

student assignments in the community?
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I-EVEN-S OF CURRTCULUN4 TMPI-EMENT'ATION CATEGORÏES Aþ{D

FUNCTIONS

APPENDXX H

Categories/Functions

7o Sirnilarity/Difference R.ating

0 - 33.37o

33.4Vo - 67.677o

67.6BVo - 1007o

i57

I-ow

Medium

High



ADMINTSTR.ATXVE INVOLVEMENT ThI THE

1983 CANADIAN ST'UDIES TE4PLEN4Eh{TATTON

Curriculum Categories

APPEhIDIX I

i. Påauaxaårag

f . identify goals

2. identify social/economic/political trends

3. predict effect of trends

4" design planning strategies

5. design alternative framework

6. apply operational criteria
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ñå. tngauaûzåxag

Involvement

f . identify tasks in implementing goals

2. identify obstacles

3. strategies to overcome obstacles

4. evaluate to see if obstacles overcome

5. identify staff with organizational skills

6. organize decision-making

\./
.1\

\,2
.¿\

\,2

v

\,2

\.¿
.1\



7.

ô,

estimate implementation costs

allocate resources

åtå. SexpenvñsåEag:

Collect information related to:

1. appropriateness of goals

2. monitoring of goal implementation

3. modify goals

4. effectiveness of strategies

5. accuracy in identifying obstacles

6. effectiveness in decision-rnaking

7 . modify decision-making/evaluations

8. effectiveness of personnel

9. provide for training needs

10. reallocate personnel

X

X

av, Cor¡anseåãxìücatårag

15q

1. progress toward goals

2. emerging implementation processes

3. emerging decision-rnaking structures

4. collect reactions to implementation

5. refine goals

6. refine implementation/decision-making

v
-Ä

\,/.À

X

v

\ir

\ir
-¿\

v



v" W{odeå Ðeveåopmaexn6

i.'implementation' defined

2. activities organized into stages

3. utilized time-lines

4. incorporated classroom and instructional

instructional concerns

5. initiate from central planning committee

of teachers and administrators

6. analyzed in'lplernentational data

in devising model

7 " took comprehensive inventory of

own locale prior to model development

8. model specific to needs of own locale

vå.

X

-¿\

SÉaf'f' Ðeve[opxreesaÉ aíRd Fantücipatåoxa

comprehensive grouping of teachers

facilitator-training sessions provided

emphasis on awareness and

unit-planning sessions

local materials development

evaluation of in-services and

implementation processes

allocation of staff responsibilities

cornmunication and staff development

priorized as vehicles critical to progress

1.

2.

aJ.
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1\

4.

5.

\.¡

6.

7.

X

\r'
.¿\

\./
^

\./
^

\,/



8. opportunity to discuss and work out

impiementationai concerns

vå8. AdreañnaÂsfna6üve Satppon6

operational costs provided for

teacher release time provided

promoted and managed sharing of

instructional planning units

teacher-center continuation of

program-related in-services

utilization of external and local

consultants and administrators

initiated organization of divisional

implementational groups

allocated instructional resources

held frequent, and regular

staff meetings on implementation

1.

2.

a
-1.

4.

5.

6.

-r¡
l\

7.

8.
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v
,¿\

\¿
-¿\

* The 'x' symbol denotes involvement, whereas the '-' symbol denotes

non-involvement.

X

lç

X
\,2
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